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ABSTRACT 
 
 One assumption made in pedology is that humans have little impact on the soil over 
geologically short timespans. I examined catenas of north-central Iowa in order to determine 
whether the catena concept still applies to soils under intensive land use. The catena model is 
used worldwide to predict soil distribution across hillslopes and is therefore central to soil 
mapping. However, I found soil distribution is hillslope-by-land use dependent, especially in 
areas of intensive cropping, tile drainage, fertilization, tillage and erosion. Soil pH, thickness 
of mollic colors, organic carbon, geometric mean of particle size, and bulk density of four 
catenas in north-central Iowa are strongly correlated with percent distance from the summit 
in any given catena (r2 > 0.90 in most cases), but combining the data results in a weak soil-
landscape relationship (r2 < 0.25 for most properties). Therefore, extrapolating from one 
hillslope to the next is problematic because differences in management history make soils 
more unpredictable. This indicates ongoing field work is especially important for creating 
precision soil maps.  It further indicates those precision maps will need to rely upon a new 
catena model that integrates human impacts vis-à-vis pedology, hydrology, and 
geomorphology. 
Another assumption often made in soil science is that soil particle density is 2.65 g 
cm-3. I tested whether this assumption is accurate in Iowa by measuring the particle density 
of some soils from across the state as well as from the four catenas in north-central Iowa. Soil 
particle density of the samples ranges from 2.10-2.84 g cm-3 with a mean of 2.66 g cm-3 and a 
median of 2.68 g cm-3. In the upper 10 cm, the mean particle density is 2.58 g cm-3 with a 
median of 2.62 g cm-3. Particle density is highly correlated with soil organic carbon content 
xiv 
 
(r2 = 0.85) in these samples and increases with depth in most of the soil profiles. Across the 
catenas, lowland soils have lower particle density due to larger quantities of soil organic 
carbon and other low density components compared to their uphill counterparts. Soil particle 
density is used in calculations for other parameters such as porosity, thermal properties, and 
sedimentation, but is rarely measured. My results indicate a wide range in particle density 
that has ramifications for calculations and models that routinely estimate the value. 
Last, I evaluated whether properties are truly homogeneous throughout a standard soil 
horizon by subdividing pedons into 3-cm increments. While some standard soil horizons are 
relatively homogeneous at the 3-cm level, at least for the properties analyzed, other horizons 
show considerable variability in morphology, pH, and/or total carbon (TC). The pH and TC 
for a given horizon can have a large range in values at the 3-cm level while the overall mean 
is similar to that found using a bulk standard horizon sample. Likewise, morphology can 
exhibit variability within standard horizons. The greatest variability in soil properties occurs 
either near the soil surface or near the weathering front in the lower B horizon and upper C 
horizon. Therefore, the method of sampling, whether it be by standard horizon or specific 
depth increment, can lead to different results for a given soil property. Standard horizons can 
be thought of as averaging within-horizon variability, which could hamper our understanding 
of soil formation and change. The challenge is what to do as an alternative. The answer may 
be different depending on which soil property is being evaluated.
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CHAPTER I: 
GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
 
Pedology is a discipline built upon field documentation and conceptual models. 
 Implicit in many of these models are assumptions about fundamental pedon, landscape, and 
individual component properties and behaviors. It is important to evaluate these assumptions 
periodically to ensure that they are still accurate and not inhibiting scientific advancement. 
For example, although scientists know that soils can change over short time spans, it is 
commonly assumed that soil properties change little on a decadal timescale from land use. 
While this assumption may or may not have been true at conception, the current intensity of 
land use along with a body of recent scientific research suggest that it is no longer valid. My 
dissertation research can be viewed as a re-evaluation of three fundamental pedological 
assumptions represented by the following null hypotheses: 
HOa: Land use and management do not impact soil distribution within catenas of 
north-central Iowa and have not altered the recurring nature of the catena. 
 
HOb: Soil particle density is about 2.65 g cm-3 for Iowa soils. 
HOc: Soil horizons have uniform properties throughout their thickness. 
To test these hypotheses, soil pedons were sampled from four catenas on the Des 
Moines Lobe in north-central Iowa as well as 20 benchmark pedons from around the state. 
Chapter 2 includes an evaluation of modern soil property distribution within agricultural 
catenas and the impact this could have on soil mapping. Soil particle density is discussed in 
Chapter 3, followed by an investigation of soil property variability within soil horizons in 
Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 2: 
HUMAN IMPACTED CATENAS IN NORTH-CENTRA IOWA, USA: 
RAMIFICATIONS FOR SOIL MAPPING 
Jenny Richter and C. Lee Burras 
A book chapter accepted for publication in the book Soil mapping and process modelling for 
sustainable land use management 
 
Abstract 
 The catena model is used worldwide to predict soil distribution across hillslopes and 
is therefore central to soil mapping. However, we found soil distribution is hillslope-by-land 
use dependent, especially in areas of intensive cropping, tile drainage, fertilization, tillage, 
and erosion. Soil pH, thickness of mollic colors, organic carbon, geometric mean of particle 
size, and bulk density of four catenas in north-central Iowa are strongly correlated with 
percent distance from the summit in any given catena (r2 > 0.90 in most cases), but 
combining the data results in a weak soil-landscape relationship (r2 < 0.25 for most 
properties). Therefore, extrapolating from one hillslope to the next is problematic because 
differences in management history make soils more unpredictable. This indicates ongoing 
field work is especially important for creating precision soil maps.  It further indicates those 
precision maps will need to rely upon a new catena model that integrates human impacts vis-
à-vis pedology, hydrology, and geomorphology. 
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Catenas and Soil Mapping 
One of the things that makes soils so interesting is their variability. The challenge for 
a pedologist is to find coherence and patterns within the variability. This is especially true 
when mapping soils as it is not feasible to sample each pedon individually, and therefore an 
understanding of soil variability across the landscape is necessary in order to make 
predictions about the underlying distribution of properties at a given location (Soil Survey 
Division Staff, 1993). According to Schaetzl and Anderson (2005), V.V. Dokuchaev was one 
of the first modern pedologists to create a model explaining the factors that affect variability 
of soils across landscapes. He concluded that a soil’s properties were a function of five 
environmental factors: climate, organisms, parent material, age, and relief (Schaetzl and 
Anderson, 2005). Jenny (1941) re-emphasized the model and solidified its importance as an 
influential soil genesis model. This five-factors model is useful for explaining similarities 
between soils at different locations because a similar set of soil forming factors will create 
like soils, but it tends to focus on individual pedons without regard to the hillslope processes 
that connect them. The catena concept, however, incorporates the idea of the five soil 
forming factors along with the concept that soils form a continuous system via interlinked 
hillslope processes, making it more practical for soil mapping (Milne, 1935; Milne, 1936; 
Soil Survey Division Staff, 1993). The interactions between soils across a hillslope have been 
repeatedly validated, especially for sediment and hydrologic connectivity across landscapes 
through examination of sediment/water transfer from one location to another (e.g. see 
Bracken et al., 2015; Detty and McGuire, 2010; Logsdon, 2007; Logsdon et al., 2009; 
Masselink et al., 2016; McGuire and McDonnell, 2010).  
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The catena, as defined by Milne (1935), is “a unit of mapping convenience…, a 
grouping of soils which while they fall wide apart in a natural system of classification on 
account of fundamental and morphological differences, are yet linked in their occurrence by 
conditions of topography and are repeated in the same relationships to each other wherever 
the same conditions are met with”.  Soils along a hillslope are linked pedologically through 
geomorphic erosion and sedimentation processes as well as hydrologic water and solute 
movement (Schaetzl and Anderson, 2005). Milne likened the sequence of soils across a 
hillslope to a horizontal soil profile, with the hilltop analogous to the surface horizon and 
downslope soils analogous to subsurface horizons. Components of the upper hill are eroded 
and/or eluviated downhill and cause subsequent changes in soil characteristics at lower 
landscape positions. Lowland soils can also influence upland soils. For example, solutes can 
be moved laterally or upward within the hillslope through hydraulic potential gradients 
(Hillel, 2004; Ibrahim and Burras, 2012; Ibrahim et al., 2015; Logsdon et al., 2009). These 
hillslope processes create a characteristic sequence of soils repeated across the landscape 
wherever soil-forming factors and hillslope linkages remain constant.  
The recurring nature of the catena makes it a powerful tool for mapping large swaths 
of land without extensive sampling, which is why it remains widely used in soil survey. 
Experienced soil mappers use a mental model of catenas to predict soil distribution across the 
landscape and select sampling sites for validation of soil properties in the field. Another 
example of the role catenas play in US soil survey is the use of soil associations, which are 
comprised of soils adjacent to one another that occur in specific patterns across the landscape 
(Soil Survey Staff, 2007). While they do not always constitute a catena--for example, alluvial 
soils on a floodplain are operating under different dynamics than nearby upland soils--it is 
5 
 
common for soil associations in the Midwestern US to be catenas. Small-scale soil 
association maps are thereby embedded with information that can be interpreted at the 
hillslope scale by those with an understanding of catenas.   
Iowa Catenas: The Des Moines Lobe 
Clarion-Nicollet-Webster catena 
The Clarion-Nicollet-Webster soil association is a catena that dominates the Des 
Moines Lobe in north-central Iowa (Fig. 2.1).  Soils within this catena are classified as 
Mollisols according to US Soil Taxonomy and have similar parent material, climate, historic 
vegetation, and age. However, these factors vary somewhat across the landscape due to the 
hummocky, closed basin topography, resulting in a systematic variation of soil properties 
from summit to toeslope. By definition, the topography changes across a hillslope. These 
topographic changes lead to differences in infiltration and solute movement as well as 
erosion-sedimentation processes that affect pedogenesis and soil parent material distribution 
(Fig. 2.2). Soils on the upper hillslope are formed in loamy, calcareous till deposited roughly 
14,000 years before present (BP) (Ruhe and Scholtes, 1959), while soils lower on the 
landscape are formed in the more recently deposited finer hillslope sediment (Walker and 
Ruhe, 1968; Burras and Scholtes, 1987).  The microclimate also varies across the hill, with 
wetter soils lower on the landscape where the water table is closer to the surface. Differences 
in wetness, in turn, cause differences in native vegetation. A transition from tallgrass prairie 
to wet prairie to marsh historically occurred as one moved from the summit to basin center 
(Soil Survey Staff, 2016). This dynamic hillslope unit recurs across the Des Moines Lobe and 
comprises the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster (CNW) catena (Table 2.1, Table 2.2, Fig. 2.3).  The 
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CNW catena is the most extensive catena in Iowa (Simonson et al., 1953) and accounts for 
roughly 76% of land area on the Des Moines Lobe and 16% of land area in Iowa (Table 2.3) 
(Miller et al., 2016). 
Historic catena research 
Our primary understanding of catena dynamics arises from studies more than 40 years 
old, such as the work done by Milne (1935) in East Africa, Ruhe (1967) in New Mexico, and 
the twin studies in Iowa by Ruhe and Walker (1968) and Walker and Ruhe (1968). Our 
understanding of the soil-landscape system on the Des Moines Lobe is predominantly based 
on Walker and Ruhes’ research studying five closed basins on moraines of the Des Moines 
Lobe in Iowa (Walker, 1965; 1966; Walker and Ruhe, 1968). Using basin stratigraphy as 
well as fossil and pollen records, they determined that there were four major episodes of 
accumulation within the basins after deglaciation that were influenced by landscape stability 
(Fig. 2.4) (Walker, 1965; 1966). Two periods characterized by high erosion and 
sedimentation rates occurred from 13,000-10,500 BP and 8,000-3,000 BP when the 
landscape was unstable due to shifting vegetation, which led to higher erosion rates and 
subsequent deposition of silty mineral sediment in the basins. During the two more stable 
periods from 10,500-8,000 BP and 3,000-150 BP, perennial vegetation minimized erosion 
and a thick strata of organic peat/muck accumulated in the basins. Erosion and sedimentation 
rates for each of these periods are shown in Table 2.4. 
Walker (1965, 1966) and Walker and Ruhe (1968) also found several soil trends 
based on their catena studies (Fig. 2.5, 2.6). For example, the weighted average soil particle 
size, referred to herein as geometric mean, across a hillslope tends to decrease as one moves 
from the summit to the toeslope (Fig. 2.5, 2.6a) (Walker, 1966; Walker and Ruhe, 1968). 
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This is because fine sediment (e.g. fine sand, silt, and clay) is preferentially eroded from the 
upper hillslope, leaving behind the coarse sediment.  The eroded sediment is then sorted as it 
is transported downslope such that the coarsest of this material is deposited closer to the 
source and finer material is transported further out into the basin (Walker and Ruhe, 1968). A 
low geometric mean is associated with higher clay content and lower sand content, so it 
follows that clay content increases from the summit to toeslope while sand content decreases. 
Walker and Ruhe (1968) also found a systematic distribution of soil organic carbon (SOC) 
across a hillslope (Fig 2.6b). Some factors that lead to an increase in SOC toward the 
toeslope include erosion and sedimentation, differences in productivity and oxidation rates, 
and greater physical protection of SOC within microaggregates (Doetterl et al., 2012; Ritchie 
et al., 2007).  
Agricultural Land Use: Agent of Soil Change 
The modern relevance of predictable soil distribution across catenas is increasingly 
uncertain due to mounting evidence that humans have aggressively, albeit often 
unintentionally, changed the soil-landscape system due to agricultural practices such as tile 
drainage and drainage ditches, tillage-induced soil organic carbon losses, erosion and 
sedimentation, use of fertilizers, etc. Collectively these human impacts are referred to as 
“land use and management” (LUM). The literature is replete with examples of LUM during 
the 19th to 21st centuries causing minor to dramatic changes within soil profiles or across 
landscapes. Documented property changes from LUM include bulk density, porosity, SOC, 
N, P, K, cation exchange capacity, pH, soil structure, stable aggregates, epipedon thickness, 
and solum thickness (Barak et al., 1997; Blanco-Canqui et al., 2010; Bouma and Hole, 1971; 
Bouman et al., 1995; Bowman et al., 1990; Bowman et al., 1998; Chendev et al., 2012; Coote 
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and Ramsey, 1983; Davidson and Ackerman, 1993; Grandy and Robertson, 2006; Gregorich 
and Anderson, 1985; Hayes and Vepraskas, 2000; Indorante et al., 2014; Konen, 1999; 
Mann, 1985; Papiernik et al., 2007; Pennock, 2003; Saviozzi et al., 2001; Veenstra and 
Burras, 2012, 2015; Voorhees and Lindstrom, 1984).   
At times, LUM increases landscape connectivity and/or the timescale at which 
connectivity occurs, while in other instances these factors are decreased (Fryirs et al., 2007; 
Warner, 2006). For example, high density perennial vegetation decreases rates of erosion and 
sedimentation, thereby decreasing sediment connectivity across the landscape, while artificial 
drainage networks increase both spatial and temporal hydrologic connectivity (Sandercock 
and Hooke, 2011; Warner, 2006). Variations in LUM can therefore have enormous influence 
on hillslope connectivity and catena functioning that ultimately lead to different pedogenic 
responses and soil change. Given the assortment of LUM, it is plausible multiple pathways of 
catena development are emerging as opposed to a single trajectory based on initial soil 
forming factors.  
Under some circumstances, LUM can negate the relationship between soil properties 
and topography. For instance, Houben (2008) found that more than 1300 years of LUM in 
Germany caused near-randomness with regard to soil truncation and burial that has no 
correlation to modern topography. He cited tillage erosion and field borders as important 
factors that influence the occurrence of erosion and sedimentation outside natural 
topographic locales and concluded that the catena concept fails under these fragmented 
hillslope conditions. Following are but a few examples of LUM that have the potential to 
alter catena functioning and lead to divergent soil properties. 
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Subsurface drainage 
Subsurface drainage is common throughout parts of the US, particularly in the 
Midwestern corn-belt region, and usually coincides with intense agricultural production on 
glaciated landscapes. These artificial drainage networks have altered the hydrologic 
environment by creating a rapid escape of soil water and its constituents from the soil system. 
In Iowa, it is estimated that about 3.2 million hectares (22%) of land has subsurface drainage 
(Schilling and Helmers, 2008), the majority of which is found on the Des Moines Lobe. A 
typical square kilometer of land in this region now has more than 10 linear km of tile 
drainage systems that were installed to lower the water table in closed basins and broad, 
poorly drained upland flats.  The drainage tiles are connected to constructed drainage ditches 
that feed into streams and rivers, many of which have been straightened. While eroded 
sediment continues to be captured and stored within the basins, colloids and solutes such as 
2:1 phyllosilicates, iron, pesticides, phosphorus, and nitrate are leached from the soil and 
rapidly transported away from the basins in these constructed drainage networks (Kladivko et 
al., 1991; Mercier et al., 2000; Smith et al., 2015). Thus the drained catena has hydrologically 
become like that of an open basin while maintaining its closed basin nature of sediment 
capture.  
The goal of subsurface drainage is to manipulate the microclimate through lowering 
of the water table to make the soil drier and warmer, but because the soil is a complex system 
heavily influenced by hydrology, other pedogenic changes follow. Helmers and others (2012) 
found that the average depth to water table in drained soils is 40-70 cm lower than undrained 
soils in Iowa, while Eidem and others (1999) state that the water table may be 1.5-2 meters 
lower in drained versus undrained watersheds.  Drained soils have a higher oxygen level and 
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redox potential deeper in the profile than they did prior to drainage, which directly affects 
soil redoximorphic features. Veenstra and Burras (2015) found that grey depletions occur 
lower in the profile after 50 years of agriculture across all hillslope positions. The largest 
change was found at the summit, where grey depletions are up to 39 cm deeper, while the 
smallest change is a deepening of 17 cm at the backslope. They attribute the deepening of 
grey depletions to a lower water table from tile drainage. Tile drainage can also introduce 
more heterogeneity in soil properties across the landscape based on proximity to tile lines. 
Montagne et al. (2008) found that Mn oxides increase near tile lines and loss of smectites is 
higher due to greater eluviation near the drain. Likewise, Hayes and Vepraskas (2000) found 
more Fe masses with proximity to tile lines. All of these pedogenic changes indicate that the 
soil system is functioning differently in areas with tile drainage versus those that are 
undrained. 
Erosion and sedimentation 
One of the most evident impacts of LUM is accelerated soil erosion. The magnitude 
and frequency of sediment movement has been affected by various tillage operations and 
annual versus perennial vegetative cover that leaves the soil bare and susceptible to erosion 
for much of the year. Natural Holocene erosion rates under perennial vegetation tend to be 
less than 3 Mg ha-1 yr-1 (Burras and Scholtes, 1987; Ruhe and Daniels, 1965; Turnage et al., 
1997; Walker, 1966). In contrast, average erosion rates on cultivated land can be much 
greater, on the order of 11-36 Mg ha-1 yr-1 (Afshar et al., 2010; Konen, 1999; Kreznor et al., 
1990; Norton, 1986; Papiernik et al., 2007; Ruhe and Daniels, 1965; Theocharopoulos et al., 
2003; Turnage et al., 1997).  
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The role of tillage and water erosion in soil redistribution across catenas has been 
highlighted by Freilinghaus and others (1998) as well as De Alba and others (2004). Rates of 
erosion/sedimentation depend on many factors including LUM, topography, parent material, 
and soil hydrologic properties (Freilinghaus et al., 1998; Papiernik et al., 2005). The 
morphologic changes that can occur from erosion and sedimentation are so great that De 
Alba and others (2004) proposed a new catena model to account for soil redistribution by 
tillage. Under perennial vegetation with only slight erosion, pedogenesis on the upper 
hillslope is occurring at an equal or faster rate than erosion, leading to a thicker solum over 
time, while sedimentation is minor on the lower landscape. As erosion rates increase, 
sediment removal begins to outpace pedogenic weathering and the epipedon can be truncated 
or even completely removed (De Alba et al., 2004; Phillips et al., 1999). With moderate 
erosion, this leads to thickening of soils in depositional areas, while in cases of severe 
erosion the sedimentation rate is so high that rapid and deep burial of the original surface 
occurs (De Alba et al., 2004), often with coarser sediment that is lighter in color and lower in 
SOC than the buried soil. Areas of erosion such as the shoulder and backslope often have 
shallower soils with thinner A-horizons and sola, lower SOC, N and P, along with higher 
inorganic carbon content, pH, and bulk densities (Gregorich and Anderson, 1985; Papiernik 
et al., 2007).  
   Over the past 50 years, the farm sector has responded aggressively to manage 
erosion (Helms, 1990; Soil Conservation Staff, 2015). Some farms have used terraces; others 
have used no-till, reduced tillage, contour tillage, or crop rotations, to name just a few 
approaches (Karlen et al., 2010; Soil Conservation Staff, 2016). However, these practices and 
their impacts on soils vary tremendously from farm to farm, which means any given 
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landscape likely has undergone a different set of detailed management than its comparable 
analogs in the region. This supports the idea that today’s human-impacted catenas will have 
greater variability and ambiguity spatially than their native counterparts.   
Soil organic carbon  
 Cultivation leads to decreases in SOC (Davidson and Ackerman, 1993; Guo and 
Gifford, 2002; Saviozzi et al., 2001), especially related to soils with naturally high SOC 
content. The primary in-situ agent causing reduced SOC content is increased aerobic 
decomposition resulting from increased oxygen due to tillage mixing and aggregate 
breakdown, while the primary ex-situ agent is erosion. We speculate that a lower water table 
along with increased nutrients from fertilization are less well documented components of 
SOC loss. Variations in the vegetation and type of tillage used cause differences in SOC over 
time (Guo and Gifford, 2002; Moorman et al., 2004). Given that SOC affects many important 
soil properties including anion and cation exchange capacity, soil structure, stable aggregate 
content, and water holding capacity, it is clear that changes in SOC distribution from LUM 
influence soil functioning at multiple scales. 
Soil amendments 
In order to maintain high plant productivity, large quantities of soil amendments are 
applied each year such as fertilizers, ag lime, and pesticides. Although these amendments 
provide benefits to crops, they have unintended consequences. Anhydrous ammonia and urea 
are two of the most commonly used N fertilizers in the US, and while they are not acidic 
themselves, they become acid forming with microbial oxidation (Barak et al., 1997). Shortly 
after application, inorganic N fertilizers cause rapid fluctuations in pH that facilitate 
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dissolution and translocation of organic matter and carbonate minerals (Veenstra and Burras, 
2015). Over time, application of excess ammoniacal N fertilizers along with loss of alkalinity 
through crop uptake and removal lead to soil acidification (Barak et al., 1997, Bouman et al., 
1995; Guo et al., 2010).  Increased acidity, in turn, leads to changes in other soil properties 
such as a decrease in cation exchange capacity, eluviation of base cations lower in the 
profile, increased mobilization of Mn and Al, and more intense clay weathering (Barak et al., 
1997; Blake et al., 1999; Blevins et al., 1977; Fortner et al., 2012; Schwab et al., 1989). 
Liming agents are often applied to counteract the acidifying effects of N fertilizers, but 
application varies by farm, leading to greater spatial heterogeneity in pH based on 
management history.  
Soil taxonomy 
US Soil Taxonomy relies heavily on chemical and morphological properties to 
classify soils, but these properties are vulnerable to changes from LUM, which can result in 
corresponding changes to a soil’s classification. Because Mollisols are classified based on 
their epipedons, they are particularly susceptible to morphing into Alfisols, Inceptisols, or 
Entisols due to acidification, erosion, or compaction of the surface through LUM. Likewise, 
Histosols can rapidly be converted to other soil orders due to wind erosion and increased 
microbial decomposition from tillage and subsurface drainage that decrease the thickness and 
SOC content of the epipedon. These processes can cause rapid subsidence in Histosols 
(Millette et al., 1982). It is also possible for Alfisols to become Mollisols with tillage and 
cropping that cause deepening of soil organic carbon (Chendev et al., 2012).  
Ultimately, soils can and often do change classification. In a re-examination of 
reference pedons in Iowa, Veenstra and Burras (2012) found that 60% of benchmark pedons 
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they sampled have changed classification within the last 50 years, with 19% of those placed 
in a completely different soil order. Veenstra and Burras studied pedons on landscapes with 
an average slope greater than 2%. Likewise, Mokma and others (1996) found that 78% of 
both moderately and severely eroded Mollisols they sampled have changed classification 
compared to slightly eroded counterparts, while 20% of moderately eroded and 40% of 
severely eroded Alfisols have changed classification. Thus, it is possible for soils to change 
classification over short periods of time as a result of LUM. 
Case Study: Modern Catenas on the Des Moines Lobe 
Individually and collectively, the preceding studies indicate noteworthy changes in 
soil-landscape relationships occur at the decadal-time scale for farmed settings in a manner 
more-or-less proportional to the intensity of land use. Therefore, soil maps are increasingly at 
risk of being based on outdated catenic models because those models neglect to take into 
account the effects of LUM. The objective of this study is to evaluate current soil distribution 
and processes within catenas on the Des Moines Lobe, Iowa. 
Materials and methods 
Four benchmark catenas that have been in continuous agricultural production were 
sampled on the Des Moines Lobe in north-central Iowa (Fig. 2.1b, Table 2.5, Table 2.6). 
Each location is the site of a historic catena study.  The original studies were Walker and 
Ruhe (1968) in Hamilton County, Burras and Scholtes (1987) in Story County, Steinwand 
and Fenton (1995) in Boone County, and Konen (1999) in Boone County. For simplicity 
sake, each site will now be referred to by only the original lead author’s name. All of the sites 
have been in continuous agricultural production during the intervening years. The Burras and 
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Steinwand sites have been in continuous row crop agriculture, while the Walker and Konen 
sites have had row crops as well as pasture or hay. All four sites have subsurface tile drainage 
systems, which is very common for this region.  
At each site, five to seven soil cores were taken from one hillslope transect using a 
truck-mounted hydraulic soil sampler (Giddings Machine Company, Windsor, CO). The 
cores were sampled using a 5-cm diameter tube and were spaced at 20-30 m intervals along 
the hillslope.  Sampling depth varied depending on stoniness and ability of the sampler to 
penetrate the soil, but was generally between 1 and 3 m. The soil cores were described and 
the following information was recorded based on Schoeneberger and others (2002): horizon 
depth, color, texture, rock fragments, structure, consistence, coatings, roots, pores, 
effervescence, and redoximorphic features.  Each horizon sample was oven dried, weighed, 
and ground to pass through a 2-mm sieve.  Coarse fragments larger than 2 mm were collected 
and weighed separately.  
Bulk density was calculated for each horizon using the core method (Method 4A3, 
National Soil Survey Center) (Soil Survey Staff, 1996).  Particle size analysis was completed 
using the pipette method described by Konen (1999). Sand was fractionated using a nest of 
sieves (1.0, 0.5, 0.25, 0.1, and 0.047 mm) on a shaker.  After clay and sand fractions were 
determined, silt was determined by difference. The geometric mean herein is the weighted 
average particle size of the very coarse, coarse, medium, fine, and very fine sand fractions 
along with the silt and clay fractions for that horizon, using the midpoint of each size range. 
For instance, the percentage of very coarse sand, which is the 1000-2000 μm size fraction, is 
multiplied by 1500 μm. The percentage of coarse sand (500-1000 μm diameter) is multiplied 
by 750 μm, etc., and the sum of all seven weighted fractions is the geometric mean for that 
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horizon. Soil organic carbon content was determined by loss on ignition (Konen et al., 2002), 
and soil pH was measured in a mixture of one part soil to one part water.  
Results and discussion 
Soil pH 
 The pH at the surface (0-10 cm) varies across the different catenas, with an average 
trendline for the four sites indicating that the pH at the summit and toeslope are similar, with 
a slight decrease in pH at the foot of the hill (Fig. 2.7a). However, this relationship between 
pH (0-10 cm) and distance from the summit when data are combined for all four sites is weak 
(r2 = 0.08). When each catena is evaluated individually, there is a strong relationship at the 
Burras (Fig. 2.7b) (r2 = 0.94), Konen (Fig. 2.7c) (r2 = 0.93), and Steinwand (Fig. 2.7e) (r2 = 
0.98) sites and moderate at the Walker site (Fig. 2.7d) (r2 = 0.50). Two reasons for high pH in 
the epipedon of the summit, shoulder, and backslope are addition of liming agents and 
exposure of unleached, calcareous till through tillage and erosion. On the lower landscape, 
pH is affected by liming agents and pedogenic addition of carbonates through hydrologic 
processes. Salts such as calcium carbonate can be leached from the upper hillslope and 
moved to the bottom of the hill through groundwater flow, where they are later pulled 
upward in the profile by capillary suction as the soil becomes dry at the surface through 
evaporative processes. 
At the Burras site (Fig. 2.7b), pH increases from the summit to the footslope and then 
drops slightly at the toeslope. Redmond and McClelland (1959) found that accumulation of 
salts occurs in closed basins at the edge of seasonally ponded areas (i.e. at the footslope) 
where evaporation and precipitation outweigh leaching, while the interior of ponded areas 
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(i.e. at the toeslope) have less salt accumulation due to greater leaching from pooled water. 
This could explain the distribution of pH at the Burras site. Bases are weathered and leached 
from the upper hillslope while the highest evaporation, and therefore addition of pedogenic 
carbonates that increase pH, is likely at the footslope of this site along the edge of wetter 
areas and where carbonate-rich soil water from upslope collects. At the toeslope, carbonates 
are leached and exported through tile lines and through coarse outwash strata that allow 
natural export between linked basins, leading to a decreased pH in comparison to the 
footslope.  
Papiernik and others (2005) found that pH decreases across a hillslope in eroded areas 
with calcareous parent material, which they attribute to exposure and mixing of calcareous 
subsoil in upslope convex areas and deposition of soils lower in inorganic carbon downslope 
as a result of intensive tillage. Likewise, Sherrod and others (2015) found that calcium 
carbonate is highest at the summit and lowest at the toeslope. At the Konen site (Fig. 2.7c), 
this trend of decreasing pH downslope is apparent with the exception of the summit, where 
pH is lower than the shoulder and backslope. Weathering, along with addition of nitrogen 
fertilizers and crop removal, are likely responsible for the lower pH at the summit. The 
highest pH occurs at the shoulder where there has been heavy erosion and exposure of 
calcareous till, followed by a steady decrease in pH toward the foot of the hill. It is probable 
that the entire hillslope had a lower pH due to LUM until erosion became severe enough 
upslope to expose the underlying calcareous till. The higher pH till was then moved 
downslope, creating the steady decline in pH with declining deposition of the calcareous 
sediment. At the Walker site (Fig. 2.7d), a process may be occurring similar to that at the 
Konen site, except that pedogenic accumulation of carbonates is occurring at the toeslope. 
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The Steinwand site (Fig. 2.7e), in turn, appears to have a trend similar to the Walker site 
except that the highest pH occurs at the summit as opposed to the shoulder, which is most 
likely due to a higher erosion rate on the summit that exposes the calcareous till, along with 
addition of liming agents. Each of the catenas in this study exhibits a unique hillslope 
distribution of pH which appears to be a result of natural factors as well as distinct 
anthropogenic factors. 
Thickness of mollic colors 
The upper part of the solum in most of north-central Iowa is historically comprised of 
a dark, organic-matter-rich epipedon with mollic colors, which are defined as having a moist 
Munsell color value and chroma of 3 or less. The maximum depth to mollic colors can 
become thinner in a soil profile over time due to erosion, compaction, decomposition of 
organic matter, or gleying. Alternatively, it can thicken from deposits of dark sediment, 
tillage mixing of dark surface horizons with lighter subsurface zones, translocation of organic 
matter, or addition of organic matter by plant roots or other organic amendments. Because 
these factors vary across management practices and across hillslopes, mollic color thickness 
differs across the landscape.  
When examining the maximum depth of mollic colors across all four catenas (Fig. 
2.8a), distance along the hillslope and depth of mollic colors are only somewhat related (r2 = 
0.60). The trendline indicates thickness of mollic colors is similar at the summit and shoulder 
followed by a steady increase before leveling out at the toeslope. Many studies have found 
that the thickness of the A-horizon increases downslope due to greater leaching and biomass 
production, lower erosion rates, and higher sedimentation rates compared to the upper 
hillslope (De Alba et al., 2004; Gregorich and Anderson, 1985; Papiernik et al., 2007; 
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Veenstra and Burras, 2015). Given that mollic colors are associated with the A-horizon, these 
factors likely explain the increase in mollic thickness we see downslope.  
Analyzing the catenas individually, the Burras (Fig. 2.8b) (r2 = 0.99), Konen (Fig. 
2.8c) (r2 = 0.99), and Steinwand (Fig. 2.8e) (r2 = 0.93) sites each have a strong relationship 
between distance along the hillslope and depth of mollic colors, while the Walker site (Fig. 
2.8d) (r2 = 0.47) has a more moderate relationship. The shallowest depth to mollic colors at 
the Burras site (Fig. 2.8b) occurs at the summit and gets progressively deeper toward the 
toeslope, with a more or less linear increase in mollic color thickness until the basin center, at 
which point it thickens drastically. The thick, dark deposit in the basin center is a reflection 
of the original moderate relief of 3 m after deglaciation, while the present lower relief 
landscape is a result of backwearing and infilling of the basin with organic-rich sediment 
from upslope (Burras and Scholtes, 1987). At the Konen site (Fig. 2.8c), the mollic epipedon 
on the summit and shoulder has been completely removed by recent erosion, but mollic 
thickness increases rapidly as one moves downslope due to the thick deposits of dark, eroded 
sediment. The shoulder at the Steinwand site (Fig. 2.8e) no longer has mollic colors because 
of removal by erosion, but there is an increased thickness as one moves downslope.  
At the Walker site (Fig. 2.8d), the shoulder has the thinnest layer of mollic colors due 
to erosion. The toeslope nearest the summit has the thickest layer, presumably due to 
deposition of darker sediment from upslope. The other hillslope positions at the Walker site 
(summit, backslope, footslope, and toeslope further from the summit) all have similar 
thickness of mollic colors. We attribute the thickness at the summit to periods of perennial 
vegetation along with occasional aeolian deposition of organic-rich sediment. It is also 
possible that SOC in the epipedon has been dissolved, translocated, and precipitated deeper 
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in the profile, as Veenstra and Burras (2015) found in cultivated soils, which could lead to 
deepening of mollic colors. The toeslope near the basin center does not have an increased 
thickness of mollic colors like the other sites. Previous research by Millette and others (1982) 
found that drainage and cultivation of organic soils can cause subsidence of up to 7 cm per 
year, so we presume that subsurface drainage has enabled rapid microbial decomposition of 
the histic epipedon, causing thinning of the darker horizons.  
Soil organic carbon 
Soil color is highly correlated with SOC, where darker colors indicate higher SOC 
content (Konen et al., 2003; Wills et al., 2007). Given this relationship, there are similarities 
between the maximum depth of mollic colors and the depth in the soil to <1% SOC across 
the catenas. For all four catenas, there is a general trend of increased depth to <1% SOC as 
one moves further from the summit (Fig. 2.9a), but the relationship is weak (r2 = 0.18). Many 
other studies have found similar results of increasing SOC downslope (Ellerbrock et al., 
2016; Khan et al., 2013; Kruczkowska, 2015; Moorman et al., 2004; Papiernik et al., 2005). 
Organic carbon content increases toward the toeslope for a number of reasons including 
removal of organic-rich sediment from upslope and subsequent deposition downslope, 
differences in plant productivity, increasing clay and microaggregate content that protects 
SOC from decomposition via fixation, a higher water table that inhibits aerobic microbial 
decomposition, and a shorter period of microbial activity throughout the year due to delayed 
soil warming in wetter areas (Doetterl et al., 2012; Moorman et al., 2004; Ritchie et al., 2007; 
Sahrawat, 2003; Song and Wang, 2014; Thompson and Bell, 1998; Van Vleck, 2011).  
The Burras (Fig. 2.9b) (r2 = 0.98), Walker (Fig. 2.9d) (r2 = 0.49), and Steinwand (Fig. 
2.9e) (r2 = 0.95) sites individually have similar trends for depth to <1% SOC as they do for 
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depth to maximum mollic colors across the hillslope due to the high correlation between soil 
color and SOC. However, depth to <1% SOC at the Konen site (Fig. 2.9c) (r2 = 0.56) is much 
different than depth to maximum mollic colors. There has been considerable modern erosion 
at this site (Konen, 1999) which has buried the original soils on the lower landscape with 
sediment that contains lower amounts of SOC but still retains mollic colors. Therefore, when 
examining the first depth with <1% SOC, the layer is very shallow across the whole Konen 
catena despite a buried soil with higher SOC.  
The majority of SOC is near the soil surface where plant roots grow, making it 
vulnerable to change through land use, so we also examined the weighted average percent 
SOC in the upper 30 cm. The combined, though weak, trend across all four catenas is an 
increase in percent SOC from the summit to the toeslope in the upper 30 cm (Fig. 2.10a) (r2 = 
0.23). The SOC in the summit ranges from 0.6% at the Steinwand site to 4% at the Walker 
site, which we attribute to differences in management such as crop rotation and tillage, along 
with associated erosion processes that affect SOC distribution. The larger catenas (Walker 
and Steinwand) have the highest SOC content in the basin center because of their almost 
lake-like conditions when the water table is high in wet years.  
For each individual catena, the relationship between the distance from the summit and 
weighted average percent SOC in the upper 30 cm is strong. At the Burras site (Fig 2.10b) (r2 
= 0.94), percent SOC increases linearly from summit to toeslope. We speculate that LUM 
impacts are muted on the low relief landscape, leading to the linear trend. At the Konen site 
(Fig. 2.10c) (r2 = 0.97), there is little change across the hillslope, due to the previously 
mentioned erosion and sedimentation that homogenized the distribution of SOC. At the 
Walker site (Fig. 2.10d) (r2 = 0.96), there is a dramatic increase of SOC for the upper 30 cm 
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in the basin center, which is a relic of the bog history that facilitated formation of a Histosol 
with very poor drainage. The Steinwand site (Fig. 2.10e) (r2 = 0.99) shows a trend in SOC 
that is a hybrid of the Burras and Walker sites, which was expected because its size and 
steepness fall between these basins. 
Geometric mean  
Geometric mean increases as the amount of silt and sand increase, especially coarser 
sand fractions. Walker (1966) found that geometric mean decreases from the summit to the 
toeslope because of sediment sorting during erosion and sedimentation (Fig. 2.5). Cross-
sections of the geometric mean particle size distribution for the four modern catenas are 
shown in Fig. 2.11. The upper hillslopes at the Burras and Steinwand sites have high 
geometric mean particle size (>100 µm) like that found in unsorted glacial till. The Konen 
and Walker sites have a high geometric mean at the summit as well, but they also have 
subsurface layers with a lower geometric mean (50-100 µm). These areas of lower geometric 
mean at the summit coincide with weathering and formation of clay-enriched zones. While 
geometric mean distribution is commonly associated with geomorphic processes, pedogenic 
processes such as those that lead to argillic horizon formation at the summit can also affect 
geometric mean. A summit with lower geometric mean can also occur with loess deposition. 
In the case of the Walker site, all of the factors are likely.  
Basin size appears to have an effect on geometric mean distribution across the 
catenas. At the Burras and Konen sites, which are smaller basins, coarser sediment has been 
deposited over the finer sediment in the basin centers. The Konen site, which has higher 
relief with slightly sandier parent material, has much coarser basin sediments compared to 
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the Burras site as illustrated by the higher geometric mean. Bands of coarser deposits also 
occur in the basin of the Walker site intermittently.  
We attribute higher geometric mean in basin centers to episodic high erosion rates 
induced by agriculture. The high variability both inter and intra basin is likely caused by 
differences in sandy deposits from sheet and rill erosion. In particular, rill erosion causes 
development of small alluvial fans that vary in size and location with each rainfall event. 
This causes high variability in both location and extent of coarse textured deposits, as 
illustrated by the Walker geometric mean cross section at the base of the hill. Heavy rainfall 
events coupled with bare soil increase overland flow for a given event and subsequently 
increase the likelihood of rill erosion and alluvial fan development.  
Another factor in particle size distribution is the type of causative agent contributing 
to erosion. Two primary agents of erosion in agriculture are water and tillage. Sediment 
moved by water is sorted such that finer particles (e.g. clay and organic matter) travel further 
downslope, but sediment moved via tillage is unsorted (Zheng-An et al., 2010). Tillage 
erosion is usually dominant on the upper hillslope (Zheng-An et al., 2010) and facilitates 
subsequent water erosion (Wang et al., 2016). While both types of erosion often occur at 
similar rates (Van Oost et al., 2006), tillage erosion can easily outpace water erosion and 
cause the majority of soil redistribution in a field (Chartin et al., 2013).  
In the upper 30 cm of the catenas, there is a weak trend of decreasing geometric mean 
as one moves further from the summit when using data from all four sites (Fig. 2.12a) (r2 = 
0.16). This is supported by Boling and others (2008) as well as Khan and others (2013), who 
found that clay content increases downslope due to erosion and sedimentation processes, 
which would lead to a decrease in geometric mean. The individual sites exhibit strong trends 
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between distance from the summit and geometric mean. The Burras site has a linear decrease 
in geometric mean toward the basin center, with the highest geometric mean at the summit 
(Fig. 2.12b) (r2 = 0.99). The Steinwand site shows a similar trend but is more curvilinear 
(Fig. 2.12e) (r2 = 0.99). The high geometric mean at the summit of these sites indicates that 
extensive erosion is occurring. At the Walker site, the highest geometric mean in the upper 
30 cm is found at the shoulder as opposed to the summit, due to erosion on the shoulder 
exposing till with higher geometric mean and pedogenesis/loess deposits on the summit 
decreasing the geometric mean (Fig. 2.12d) (r2 = 0.98). The Konen site has an increase in 
geometric mean from the summit to the toeslope, which is the opposite of the other sites (Fig. 
2.12c) (r2 = 0.96). There has been weathering at the summit, as indicated by the formation of 
an argillic horizon, along with high erosion rates in the basin. The erosion has been severe 
enough that coarser sediment has been transported downslope, leading to a higher geometric 
mean. 
Bulk density 
The weighted average bulk density for the upper 30 cm across multiple sites tends to 
decrease with distance from the summit (Fig. 2.13a) (r2 = 0.10). When looking at the 
individual basins, the Burras (Fig. 2.13b) (r2 = 0.94), Walker (Fig. 2.13d) (r2 = 0.98), and 
Steinwand (Fig. 2.13e) (r2 = 0.99) sites exhibit a strong trend of decreasing bulk density with 
distance from the summit, with linear to curvilinear distribution. Gregorich and Anderson 
(1985) found similar trends of decreasing bulk density across cultivated catenas, as did Malo 
and others (1974) and Khan and others (2013). The decrease in bulk density across catenas is 
attributed to higher amounts of SOC, which is low in density, along with increases in clay, 
both of which aid in the formation of stable aggregates that increase resiliency of soil 
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structure and preserve soil porosity, thereby decreasing bulk density. Additionally, the effects 
of wetting and drying cycles are amplified with increasing amounts of shrink-swell clays, 
which contributes to lower bulk density. At the Konen site (Fig. 2.13c) (r2 = 0.95), bulk 
densities increase toward the basin center. There is an increase in geometric mean (i.e. more 
sand and less clay) and no increase in SOC within the upper 30 cm across the catena, which 
is the opposite of that found at the other three sites. These factors could contribute to low 
aggregate stability and make the area vulnerable to compaction. The sandy loam texture of 
soils on the lower hillslope at the Konen site is also naturally more prone to compaction 
because of the possibility of tighter packing given the size of the particles involved (Schaetzl 
and Anderson, 2005). 
Ramifications for soil mapping 
To re-evaluate the preceding tables and figures in contemporary geospatially-explicit 
mapping language, the results herein demonstrate that co-variate properties are distributed in 
vertical and horizontal patterns specific to their individual catenas. As a result, validating a 
new map via the integration of legacy maps with digital elevation models (DEM's), light 
detection and ranging (LiDAR), and other geospatially intense modern data will be difficult 
and require perhaps unexpectedly greater ground-truthing than traditionally used for such a 
well-studied and mapped soilscape. This is demonstrated by qualitatively examining any and 
all of the co-variate (i.e, individual property) distributions across our catenas (Figures 2.7-
2.13) and reflecting upon how those properties created the soil series and classification 
challenges we presented (Table 2.6). The US Department of Agriculture Natural Resources 
Conservation Service (USDA-NRCS) maps and the original historic scientific findings are 
geospatially different from our findings, with the degree of difference varying basin by basin. 
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This means a next generation map will need to uniquely weight its reliance on legacy data 
and accept less consistent abilities to map and verify modern soil series and individual 
property distributions.   
More explicitly, our results demonstrate a decoupling of co-variate relationships in 
each of our basins. This is important given that mappers (past and modern) on the Des 
Moines Lobe of Iowa, Minnesota, and South Dakota have relied on a consistency between 
closed basin landscape position, slope steepness, SOC content, water table depth (or at least 
depth to redoximorphic features), clay content, and type of strata as they identified soil series 
and calculated masses of soil organic carbon per unit area, etc.  Those consistencies no 
longer exist, which means legacy maps are becoming less accurate. On the plus side, we were 
able to explain property (co-variate) distributions in each individual basin.  As a result, 
modern mapping techniques will be developed that are able to re-map all the soilscapes of 
the Des Moines Lobe.  We are just not sure what relationships will have to be developed.  
Conclusions 
The catena model is used to predict the distribution of soil properties across 
landscapes and is therefore central to soil mapping.  It has been historically validated in many 
locations. As a result, countries worldwide rely on the catena for creating initial soil maps 
and map updates. However, we found soil distribution in Iowa is hillslope-by-LUM 
dependent. Combining data from multiple hillslopes results in a relatively weak soil-
landscape relationship, which means that extrapolating from one hillslope to the next is 
problematic.  This appears to be especially true in areas of intensive cropping that include tile 
drainage, heavy use of fertilizers and significant tillage and erosion. In other words, 
differences in management history from one location to the next make soils more 
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unpredictable across the landscape as catena functioning diverges. This indicates ongoing 
field work is especially important to the creation of precision soil maps.  It further indicates 
those precision maps will need to rely upon a new catena model that integrates human 
impacts vis-à-vis pedology, hydrology, and geomorphology.  
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Table 2.1. Characteristics of the soil series commonly found along the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster catena in north-central Iowa. 
(Drainage classes: W = well drained; MW = moderately well drained; SWP = somewhat poorly drained; P = poorly drained; VP = 
very poorly drained) 
 
 
 
Table 2.2. Taxonomic classification for soils typically found along the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster catena. (Soil Survey Staff, 2016) 
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Table 2.3. Distribution of the Clarion-Nicollet-Webster catena by land area. (Adapted from Miller et al., 2016, and California Soil 
Resource Lab, 2016) 
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Table 2.4. Average erosion and sedimentation rates for closed basins on end moraines of the Des Moines Lobe, Iowa. (Adapted 
from Walker, 1965) 
 
  
 
Table 2.5. Characteristics of the four catena study sites in north-central Iowa. 
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Table 2.6. Current soil taxonomic classification and drainage class across catenas at four study sites in north-central Iowa. 
(Drainage classes: W = well drained; MW = moderately well drained; SWP = somewhat poorly drained; P = poorly drained; VP = 
very poorly drained) 
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Fig. 2.1. (a) Location of Iowa within the continental United States. (b) Location of the Des 
Moines Lobe within Iowa; location of modern catena study sites on the Des Moines Lobe.
  
 
Fig. 2.2. Classic catena model in closed-basin system of north-central Iowa. 
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Fig. 2.3. Hillslope cross section showing soil series, drainage class, and native vegetation with landscape position for the Clarion-
Nicollet-Webster catena.   (Drainage classes: WD = well drained; MWD = moderately well drained; SWPD = somewhat poorly 
drained; PD = poorly drained; VPD = very poorly drained) 
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Fig. 2.4. Cross-section of stratigraphy at basin center on the Des Moines Lobe. (a) Glacial drift exposed after ice retreat. (b) 
Erosion and deposition of lower silt in basin center. (c) Accumulation of lower muck with little upland erosion. (d) Erosion and 
deposition of upper silt in basin center. (e) Accumulation of upper muck with little upland erosion. (Adapted from Walker, 1965)
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Fig. 2.5. Cross-section of Jewell Bog in Iowa showing weighted average particle size, or geometric mean, distribution. (Adapted 
from Walker, 1966)
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Fig. 2.6. Historic catena trends found on the Des Moines Lobe, Iowa. (a) Distribution of 
geometric mean in the upper 30 cm across a hillslope. (b) Distribution of soil organic carbon 
in the upper 30 cm across a hillslope. (c) Distribution of bulk density in the upper 30 cm 
across a hillslope. (d) Distribution of soil pH in the upper 10 cm across a hillslope.  
(Modified from Walker and Ruhe, 1968, and Walker, 1965)  
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Fig. 2.7. Current catena pH trends found on the Des Moines Lobe, Iowa. (a) Composite 
trendline for soil pH in the upper 10 cm across all four basins. (b) Trendline for soil pH in the 
upper 10 cm across Burras catena. (c) Trendline for soil pH in the upper 10 cm across Konen 
catena. (d) Trendline for soil pH in the upper 10 cm across Walker catena. (e) Trendline for 
soil pH in the upper 10 cm across Steinwand catena.
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Fig. 2.8. Current trends in thickness of mollic colors found across catenas on the Des Moines 
Lobe, Iowa. Mollic colors have a moist Munsell value and chroma ≤ 3. (a) Composite 
trendline for depth of mollic colors across all four basins. (b) Trendline for depth of mollic 
colors across Burras catena. (c) Trendline for depth of mollic colors across Konen catena. (d) 
Trendline for depth of mollic colors across Walker catena. (e) Trendline for depth of mollic 
colors across Steinwand catena. 
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Fig. 2.9. Current trends in SOC found across catenas on the Des Moines Lobe, Iowa. (a) 
Composite trendline for depth to less than 1% SOC across all four basins. (b) Trendline for 
depth to less than 1% SOC across Burras catena. (c) Trendline for depth to less than 1% SOC 
across Konen catena. (d) Trendline for depth to less than 1% SOC across Walker catena. (e) 
Trendline for depth to less than 1% SOC across Steinwand catena. 
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Fig. 2.10. Current trends in SOC for upper 30 cm found across catenas on the Des Moines 
Lobe, Iowa. (a) Composite trendline for weighted average percent SOC in the upper 30 cm 
across all four basins. (b) Trendline for percent SOC in the upper 30 cm across Burras catena. 
(c) Trendline for percent SOC in the upper 30 cm across Konen catena. (d) Trendline for 
percent SOC in the upper 30 cm across Walker catena. (e) Trendline for percent SOC in the 
upper 30 cm across Steinwand catena.
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Fig. 2.11. Cross-section of each catena showing geometric mean distribution. The numbers 
above the catenas are sampling locations along each transect.
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Fig. 2.12. Current trends in geometric mean (0-30 cm) found across catenas on the Des 
Moines Lobe, Iowa. (a) Composite trendline for geometric mean in upper 30 cm across all 
four basins. (b) Trendline for geometric mean in upper 30 cm across Burras catena. (c) 
Trendline for geometric mean in upper 30 cm across Konen catena. (d) Trendline for 
geometric mean in upper 30 cm across Walker catena. (e) Trendline for geometric mean in 
upper 30 cm across Steinwand catena.
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Fig. 2.13. Current trends in soil bulk density (0-30 cm) found across catenas on the Des 
Moines Lobe, Iowa. (a) Composite trendline for bulk density in upper 30 cm across all four 
basins. (b) Trendline for bulk density in upper 30 cm across Burras catena. (c) Trendline for 
bulk density in upper 30 cm across Konen catena. (d) Trendline for bulk density in upper 30 
cm across Walker catena. (e) Trendline for bulk density in upper 30 cm across Steinwand 
catena.
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Abstract 
 It is commonly assumed that soil particle density is around 2.65 g cm-3. We tested 
whether this assumption is accurate in Iowa by measuring the particle density of 18 soils 
from across the state as well as 23 soils from four catenas in north-central Iowa. Soil particle 
density of the samples ranges from 2.10-2.84 g cm-3 with a mean of 2.66 g cm-3 and a median 
of 2.68 g cm-3. In the upper 10 cm, the mean particle density is 2.58 g cm-3 with a median of 
2.62 g cm-3. Particle density is highly correlated with soil organic carbon content (r2 = 0.85). 
In most soil profiles, particle density increases with depth. Across the catenas, lowland soils 
have lower particle density due to larger quantities of soil organic carbon and biogenic opal, 
along with fewer heavy minerals, compared to their uphill counterparts. Soil particle density 
is used in calculations for other parameters such as porosity, thermal properties, and 
sedimentation, but is rarely measured. Our results indicate a wide range in particle density 
that has ramifications for calculations and models that routinely estimate the value. 
Introduction 
Soil particle density is the weighted average density of all the solid constituents of the 
soil (Skopp, 2000). This always includes primary and secondary minerals, and depending on 
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the method, can also include organic matter as well as biogenic opal. Particle density is 
frequently used in calculations for other soil parameters such as porosity, thermal properties, 
and sedimentation, but is rarely measured (McBride et al., 2012). Historically, soil scientists 
have assumed that particle density is around 2.65 g cm-3 with little variation from this value 
since soils tend to be dominated by quartz (Hillel, 2004), but recent research has shown that 
it ranges from less than 1.50 g cm-3 to over 3.00 g cm-3 (Table 3.1) (Asio, 1996; Ball et al., 
2000; Blanco-Canqui et al., 2006; Joosse and McBride, 2003; Kleber, 1997; Redding et al., 
2005; Redding and Devito, 2006; Rühlmann et al., 2006; Singh et al., 1994; Sparling et al., 
2000; Vaz et al., 2011). This is not overly surprising given that soil minerals vary in density 
from 2.00-5.26 g cm-3 (Table 3.2) (Klein and Dutrow, 2007), soil organic matter has a 
density of 1.00-1.50 g cm-3 (Rühlmann et al., 2006; Skopp, 2000), and diatoms and opal 
phytoliths (i.e. biogenic opal) have a density around 1.50-2.30 g cm-3 (Piperno, 2006). While 
many soils are indeed dominated by quartz, small amounts of either low or high density 
solids have the potential to skew soil particle density in either direction.  
The objective of this study was to evaluate soil particle density variability and 
distribution in select Iowa soils. Our approach included pedons from well-characterized 
closed-basin catenas and from soil map units of benchmark soil series. More specifically, we 
investigate whether soil particle density is related to landscape position, texture, soil organic 
carbon (SOC) content, and taxonomic classification. 
Materials and Methods 
Four closed-basin catenas as well as eighteen benchmark pedons were sampled and 
characterized (Table 3.3). Soil cores were collected to an average depth of 150 cm from 
multiple locations across Iowa (Fig. 3.1) using a truck-mounted hydraulic probe (Gidding’s 
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Machine Co., Windsor, CO).  Soil descriptions were completed using the Field Book for 
Describing and Sampling Soils (Schoeneberger et al., 2002). 
Soil particle density for each horizon of the cores was measured using the pycnometer 
method described by Blake and Hartge (1986). A 100-mL volumetric flask was filled half-
way with deionized water, then 25 g air dry soil was added and it was boiled gently for 
several minutes to remove trapped air. Additional deionized, pre-boiled, room temperature 
water was added to fill the flask after it cooled. Percent air dry moisture was determined by 
heating a subsample from several horizons in the oven for 24 hours at 105
o
C and placing it in 
a desiccator to cool before weighing. A linear regression was made using percent clay versus 
air dry moisture content (Fig. 3.2). The equation was then used to calculate the air dry 
moisture content of unmeasured samples. A standard of pure quartz sand, which has a known 
particle density of 2.65 g cm-3, was included with each set of sample runs.  
The percentage of total soil carbon was determined using the dry combustion method 
on a LECO CHN-2000 analyzer (LECO Corporation, St. Joseph, MI) (Combs and Nathan, 
2012) for benchmark pedons. Inorganic carbon content (IOC) was then determined by 
gravimetric analysis (modified gas evolution method, USDA-NRCS Soil Survey Field and 
Laboratory Methods Manual, 2009). Samples above pH 7.2 were weighed, treated with 6M 
hydrochloric acid, and then re-weighed after 30 seconds and 30 minutes to determine mass of 
carbon lost as CO2. Soil organic carbon (SOC) was then calculated by subtracting the IOC 
from the total carbon. Samples having pH ≤ 7.2 do not generally have free carbonates, so the 
LECO value for total carbon was assumed to be equal to SOC for these samples. Total SOC 
was measured by loss on ignition for catena samples (Konen et al., 2002).  
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Soil particle size analysis (pipette method) and geometric mean were measured using 
standard laboratory protocols (Burras and Scholtes, 1987; Konen, 1999). 
Results and Discussion 
Particle density with depth 
We measured soil particle densities ranging from 2.10-2.84 g cm-3, with a median of 
2.68 g cm-3 (Table 3.4, Fig. 3.3).  Interestingly, the overall mean of 2.66 g cm-3 is close to the 
commonly assumed value of 2.65 g cm-3. A total of 35 samples of pure quartz sand used as 
standards were analyzed with the soil samples over the course of the study, with a mean 
particle density of 2.65 g cm-3 and a standard deviation of 0.007 g cm-3.  In the upper 30 cm 
of the pedons, particle density ranges from 2.12-2.78 g cm-3, with a mean of 2.61 g cm-3 and 
a median of 2.64 g cm-3. In the upper 10 cm, the range in particle density is 2.12-2.71 g cm-3. 
The mean is 2.58 g cm-3, and the median is 2.62 g cm-3.  Measured particle density is 
significantly different from 2.65 g cm-3 at p < 0.05 for 0-10 cm, 0-30 cm, and 0-290 cm.  
Particle density range is greatest in the upper 50 cm of most pedons and tends to 
converge from 100-150 cm, where the particle density of most soils falls between 2.60-2.80 g 
cm-3 (Fig. 3.3). There is a strong correlation between SOC content and particle density (r2 = 
0.85, Fig. 3.4). Blanco-Canqui and others (2006), Li and others (2007), and Reid (1973) all 
found that particle density increases with depth and is inversely related to SOC. Other studies 
have found a similar inverse relationship between SOC and particle density (Bielders et al., 
1990; Rühlmann et al., 2006; Sollins et al., 2006). Based on these findings, we attribute the 
range in particle density within the upper 50 cm partially to variation in SOC content. 
Management practices such as choice of tillage method and crop rotation greatly affect total 
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SOC content (Hooker et al., 2005; Stockmann et al., 2013; West and Post, 2002), which in 
turn impacts soil particle density due to changes in the proportion of low density organic 
matter and organo-mineral complexes compared to pure soil minerals (Blanco-Canqui et al., 
2006). To illustrate, particle density varies with land use (Blanco-Canqui et al., 2006) and 
decreases with addition of mulch or compost due to increasing SOC (Abdelhamid et al., 
2004; Blanco-Canqui and Lal, 2007).  
SOC content is often proportional to mineral weathering, with increased mineral 
weathering leading to decreases in particle density. This is illustrated in the soil by an 
increase in the percentage of heavy minerals and a corresponding decrease in SOC with 
depth (Blanco-Canqui et al., 2006; Khan, 1991). Minerals are preferentially weathered in the 
soil through biological activity. For example, lichens are one of the first organisms to 
colonize bare rocks and make the material more suitable for plant growth through intensive 
biological weathering that increases nutrient accessibility, decreases particle size, and 
increases pore space. Other microorganisms associated with the rhizosphere then continue to 
weather the soil through production of enzymes and acids. A positive feedback loop is 
created where greater nutrient availability leads to increased plant growth and SOC that 
support proliferation of the microorganism community, which leads to further mineral 
weathering. Thus biological activity and associated SOC are inextricably linked to mineral 
weathering. It follows then that with depth, SOC content decreases, mineral weathering 
decreases, and particle density increases as inherent unweathered mineralogy begins to 
dominate. This leads to a smaller range in particle density with depth.  
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Particle density and particle size 
The correlation between percent clay and particle density is very poor in our soils (r2 
= 0.01, Fig. 3.5). McBride and others (2012) found that clay is significantly correlated with 
particle density, although with a low r2 value (r2 = 0.11). While we did not expect a strong 
correlation, we did expect a better relationship given that common phyllosilicates such as 
vermiculite, montmorillonite, kaolinite, and illite have densities of 2.40 g cm-3, 2.50 g cm-3, 
2.60-2.68 g cm-3, and 2.64-2.69 g cm-3 respectively (Klein et al., 2008; Mursky and 
Thompson, 1958). We speculate that the density of the lighter phyllosilicates is 
counterbalanced by higher density minerals, leading to an unpredictable relationship. It is 
also likely that organo-mineral complexation varies within different soil horizons and 
“muddies” the relationship between clay and particle density by causing fluctuations in 
density of the clay fraction. Vogel and others (2014) found that organic matter preferentially 
binds to clay-sized organo-mineral particles with rough surfaces that are comprised of 
clustered nanoparticles, as opposed to larger individual clay particles with smooth surfaces. 
Differences in phyllosilicate mineralogy may also affect the degree of organo-mineral 
interaction (Barré et al., 2014).  Therefore, depending on surface roughness and mineralogy, 
only part of the clay fraction binds with organic matter, the degree to which varies across 
different soils. In addition, the amount of organic matter available for complexation would 
vary with depth and across the landscape.  
Rühlmann and others (2006) found that particle density decreases with increasing 
sand content due to a corresponding increase in quartz versus more dense minerals (r2 = 
0.29). However, McBride and others (2012) found that sand content is not significantly 
correlated to particle density (r2 value not published). We found the relationship between 
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percent sand and particle density in all samples to be very weak (r2 = 0.06, Fig. 3.6). Again, 
we expected a stronger correlation given that the sand fraction is where heavy mineral 
components with densities of 3.00-5.00 g cm-3 have been found (Khan, 1991). We suspect the 
poor correlation is due to variability in mineralogy of our soils, which come from multiple 
geographic areas. It is likely the quantity of high density minerals varies, thus preventing a 
generalization based solely on particle size. Our suspicion arises from the fact that soils with 
relatively high particle densities ( > 2.73 g cm-3) tend to have 30-60% sand content, while 
soils with the lowest particle densities  ( < 2.55 g cm-3) have less than 30% sand. Yet not all 
soils within these sand ranges have high/low particle densities. This is supported by Khan’s 
(1991) mineralogical analysis of soils from the Clarion catena in Iowa, where he found high 
variability of heavy mineral components.  
 The weighted average particle size, or geometric mean, versus particle density is 
similar to the individual sand fraction (r2 = 0.09, Fig. 3.7), leading us to surmise that particle 
size alone is inadequate to predict particle density, at least when dealing with a population of 
pedons having various locations and modes of origin.  
Particle density across catenas 
 Many studies have established a strong relationship between soils within a catena that 
give rise to predictive patterns for soil properties based on hillslope position (Boling et al., 
2008; Burras and Scholtes, 1987; Gregorich and Anderson, 1985; Khan et al., 2013; Malo et 
al., 1974; Papiernik et al., 2005; Walker, 1966; Walker and Ruhe, 1968). We assumed this 
would be the case with particle density, where characteristic patterns of density occur based 
on landscape position. Four catenas were sampled and analyzed for particle density 
distribution across a hillslope.  
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The Burras catena is a subtle, low relief hillslope with less than 1 m change in 
elevation from summit to toeslope. Particle density of the surface horizon shows the shoulder 
has the highest value (2.65 g cm-3), followed by the summit (2.64 g cm-3), backslope (2.61 g 
cm-3), footslope (2.59 g), and toeslope (2.58 g cm-3) (Fig. 3.8). SOC has been shown to 
increase downslope (Ellerbrock cm-3et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2013; Kruczkowska, 2015; 
Moorman et al., 2004; Papiernik et al., 2005). Therefore, the distribution of surface particle 
densities is largely attributed to SOC content, with the shoulder having the lowest SOC, 
followed by increasing SOC downslope in the wetter depositional areas. Biogenic opal, 
ranging in density from 1.50-2.30 g cm-3 (Piperno, 2006), is another likely soil component 
contributing to a decrease in particle density downslope. Bobrova and Bobrov (1997) found 
that biogenic opal and soil humus content are correlated as shown in the following equation: 
Eq. 3.1. (content of opal phytoliths) = 1.1 + (0.3 x humus content) 
Additionally, higher opal content corresponds to poor drainage like that found at lower 
landscape positions (Clark, 2003). Distribution of heavy mineral components is a third factor 
affecting particle density distribution across the landscape. The abundance of heavy minerals 
(see Table 3.2) decreases from summit to toeslope due to differences in weathering, moisture 
regimes, and preferential erosion of lighter particles (Khan, 1991). We presume that a 
decrease in heavy minerals, along with increasing amounts of low density SOC and biogenic 
opal, give rise to the trend of decreasing particle density downslope. 
Particle density increases with depth, although not always steadily, such that it 
converges to 2.71-2.74 g cm-3 within all landscape positions at around 160 cm. Particle 
density increases substantially in subsurface horizons across the Burras catena, with upland 
pedons reaching a quasi-maximum particle density at around 80 cm and depositional pedons 
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continuing to increase until around 160 cm. This convergence at depth is thought to reflect a 
mineralogically uniform substrate or parent material, coupled with minimal pedogenic 
change.    
The Steinwand catena is on a distinct hillslope with a change in elevation of about 4 
m from summit to toeslope. At this site, a pattern similar to the Burras catena occurs, with 
decreasing particle density in the surface horizon from the summit (2.68 g cm-3) to the 
toeslope (2.51 g cm-3) and increasing particle density with depth (Fig. 3.9). However, data 
from the summit and shoulder at this site are the inverse of the Burras catena, with a slightly 
higher particle density at the surface of the summit (2.68 g cm-3) compared to the shoulder 
(2.67 g cm-3), followed by a lower particle density at the summit in the subsurface. The 
Steinwand catena has had the greatest erosion at the summit rather than the shoulder. As a 
result, the summit has lower SOC content throughout the profile compared to the shoulder, 
which may explain why it is the opposite of the Burras catena.  Pedons from the upper 
hillslope (summit, shoulder, backslope) begin to converge at around 80 cm to a particle 
density of 2.71-2.74 g cm-3. In the depositional pedons (footslope and toeslope), particle 
density becomes more uniform near 130 cm and remains below 2.70 g cm-3 for all but one 
horizon. Particle density of the depositional pedons do not reach the maxima found on the 
upper landscape within the depths sampled.  
The Walker catena is the largest hillslope we sampled, with a total of 6 m change in 
elevation across its length. In the surface horizon, particle density decreases in order of 
landscape position as follows: shoulder (2.61 g cm-3), backslope (2.59 g cm-3), summit (2.57 
g cm-3), footslope (2.49 g cm-3), toeslope (2.12-2.27 g cm-3)  (Fig. 3.10). The SOC content 
increases in the same order that particle density decreases. At this site, the summit is on a 
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broad, flat upland as opposed to the smaller summits at the other catena sites, which creates a 
more stable environment for accumulation of organic matter, while the majority of erosion is 
likely occurring at the shoulder and backslope. In the subsurface, all landscape positions 
attain a particle density between 2.71-2.74 g cm-3 near 150 cm, but the toeslope subsequently 
decreases in particle density below that depth.  
The Konen catena has had large amounts of erosion and sedimentation from land use 
(Konen, 1999). Consequently, the particle density along this hillslope does not follow the 
same pattern as the other sites. The probable cause of this discrepancy is tillage erosion that 
has moved unsorted sediment downslope, as opposed to sorting by size and density via wind 
and water erosion (Zheng-An et al., 2010). At the surface, the footslope has the highest 
particle density (2.65 g cm-3) and the summit has the lowest density (2.62 g cm-3) (Fig. 3.11). 
About 70 cm below the surface, the footslope and toeslope have an increase in SOC and a 
corresponding decrease in particle density where the original soil surface was before burial 
by eroded sediment. At the backslope, the drop in particle density appears to occur near 40 
cm. There is a large range in particle density with depth across the catena, with no apparent 
convergence at sampled depths. 
When combining the four catena sites and examining particle density by landscape 
position, particle density of the summit, shoulder, and backslope fall within a range of 2.56-
2.68 g cm-3 at the surface and increase with depth to 2.70-2.74 g cm-3 (Fig. 3.12). There is a 
greater range in particle density within the footslope and toeslope positions across all depths 
compared to the upper hillslope. Particle densities are also much lower in comparison to 
upslope, ranging from 2.12-2.65 g cm-3 at the surface and maintaining a wide range with 
depth (2.56-2.74 g cm-3).  
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Particle density across a hillslope is affected by the distribution of organic matter, 
which is related to inputs of organic matter through vegetative growth and its subsequent 
movement through erosion/sedimentation, eluviation, and microbial decomposition. The 
upper hillslope areas (summit, shoulder, backslope) generally have less organic matter and 
thus higher particle density than locations lower on the landscape. The wetter environment on 
the lower hillslope also supports life forms that leave behind low density soil components 
such as diatoms and opal phytoliths. In addition, lower density minerals will be transported 
further downslope by water and wind in the process of erosion and sedimentation. In general, 
soils in upper landscape positions have relatively higher content of heavy and magnetic 
mineral fractions compared to lower landscape positions (Khan, 1991). However, human 
impacts such as tillage erosion can lead to reorganization and greater uniformity of the 
landscape such that the prediction of particle density becomes more challenging, as in the 
case of the Konen catena. 
Particle density and Soil Taxonomy 
 When examining particle density based on soil order (Fig. 3.13), there is once again 
evidence that SOC has an influence. Soil classes that require higher amounts of SOC for 
taxonomic classification such as Histosols have lower particle density. Mollisols can also 
have low densities as they comprise soils that fall between Histosols and other soil orders in 
terms of SOC content. In the soils that we sampled, Entisols also have some lower particle 
densities (below 2.60 g cm-3), while some Alfisols and Inceptisols have densities above 2.68 
g cm-3. It should be noted that the Alfisols and Inceptisols in this study are from upper 
hillslopes and are moderately-well drained or better. Thus they may not capture the full range 
of particle densities across the landscape since a hillslope transect was not assessed. 
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At the great group level, Hapludalfs have some of the highest particle densities, often 
greater than 2.74 g cm-3 (Fig. 3.14). Argiudolls and Hapludolls are similar to each other in 
distribution and tend to range between 2.60-2.74 g cm-3, while Endoaquolls and 
Haplosaprists have the lowest densities at well below 2.65 g cm-3 for most horizons. The 
general sequence of increasing particle density is Halposaprists < Endoaquolls < Hapludolls 
= Argiudolls < Hapludalfs.  
Soil porosity 
 Soil porosity, which falls between 30-60% in most soils (Hillel, 2004), is a parameter 
that is often calculated using the following equation: 
Eq. 3.2.       
Since particle density is rarely measured, a value of 2.65 g cm -3 is typically used in 
calculations. Using Eq. 3.2, we calculated soil porosity with measured bulk density and a 
particle density of 2.65 g cm -3, and again using measured bulk density and measured particle 
density. Results are shown in Fig. 3.15 and Fig. 3.16. There is a mean difference of 1.1% 
when comparing the porosity calculated with assumed versus measured particle density. The 
median difference in porosity is 0.9%, with a standard deviation of 0.8. The maximum 
difference in porosity between calculations is 5.0% while the minimum is 0%.  
Conclusions 
Historically, much focus has been placed on investigating soil properties in either 
well-drained pedons or within catenas. In the well-to-moderately-well drained soils that we 
sampled, which are naturally on uplands, particle density is close to the assumed value of 
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2.65 g cm-3, which may explain some of the bias toward using this value. However, since the 
distribution of high and low density soil components vary across the landscape and within the 
profile, particle density also varies. Particle density increases with depth in most soils. This 
means scientists who use 2.65 g cm-3 as an assumed value will likely overestimate particle 
density near the soil surface and underestimate the value deeper in the profile. Particle 
density also decreases downslope due to changes in the quantity of SOC, biogenic opal, and 
heavy minerals. Land use and management practices, particularly those that alter SOC 
distribution or the natural sorting of particles by size and density, can alter soil particle 
density. Soil particle density is used in calculations for other soil parameters such as porosity, 
thermal properties, and sedimentation, but is rarely measured. Our results indicate a wide 
range in particle density that has ramifications for calculations and models that routinely 
estimate the value. 
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Table 3.1. Recent particle density values found by other scientists. 
 
a
Redding and Devito, 2006; 
b
Redding et al., 2005; 
c
Kleber, 1997; 
d
Asio, 1996; 
e
Joosse and 
McBride, 2003; 
f
Blanco-Canqui et al., 2006; 
g
Sparling et al., 2000; 
h
Kirchmann and 
Eriksson, 1993; 
i
Rühlmann et al., 2006; 
j
Ball et al., 2000; 
k
Singh et al., 1994; 
l
Vaz et al., 
2011. 
 
 
Table 3.2. Particle densities of some common soil minerals. (Klein and Dutrow, 2007) 
  
Table 3.3. Location and taxonomic classification of sampled pedons. 
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Table 3.4.  Particle density with depth in 41 Iowa pedons. 
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Fig. 3.1. Sampling location map.  Catenas  Benchmark pedons
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Fig. 3.2. Linear regression for determination of percent air-dry moisture content based on percent clay.
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Fig. 3.3. Particle density with depth for each sampled soil horizon. The red vertical line marks the commonly used assumed particle 
density of 2.65 g cm-3.
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Fig. 3.4. Percent soil organic carbon versus particle density for all horizons.
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Fig. 3.5. Percent clay versus particle density for all horizons.
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Fig. 3.6. Percent sand versus particle density for all horizons.
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Fig. 3.7. Geometric mean versus particle density for all horizons.
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Fig. 3.8. Particle density with depth at the Burras catena. 
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Fig. 3.9. Particle density with depth at the Steinwand catena.
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Fig. 3.10. Particle density with depth at the Walker catena.  
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Fig. 3.11. Particle density with depth at the Konen catena.
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Fig. 3.12. Particle density with depth for each catena soil horizon, categorized by landscape position. 
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Fig. 3.13. Particle density with depth for each soil horizon, categorized by soil order. (n = number of pedons)
9
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Fig. 3.14. Particle density with depth for each soil horizon, categorized by soil great group.  (n = number of pedons)
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Fig. 3.15. Soil porosity calculated* for each horizon using assumed particle density of 2.65 g cm-3 and measured particle density 
along with the measured bulk density. *  
9
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Fig. 3.16. Comparison of porosity calculated* using assumed vs. measured particle density. *  
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CHAPTER 4: 
 PROFILE VARIABILITY OF FOUR IOWA SOILS:  
AN EXAMINATION OF SOIL HORIZONS 
Jenny L. Richter and C. Lee Burras 
 
Introduction 
According to the U.S. Soil Survey Manual (Soil Survey Division Staff, 1993), a soil 
horizon is a “layer approximately parallel to the surface of the soil, distinguishable from 
adjacent layers by a distinctive set of properties produced by the soil forming process”. Soil 
profiles are routinely subdivided into horizons that form the basis of sampling for subsequent 
laboratory analyses. This is done with the assumption that each horizon has uniform 
properties throughout its thickness (Dmitriyev, 1983). The whole horizon is described using 
one value for each morphological property and then mixed into one bulk sample from which 
subsamples are taken for analysis.  
Charles Darwin (1881) was one of the first modern scientists who divided the soil 
into layers or horizons (Brevik and Hartemink, 2010). Dokuchaev (1883), the modern 
“father” of pedology, used horizons in his soils investigations, as have almost all pedologists 
since. Horizons are therefore a fundamental concept in soil science including Soil Taxonomy. 
It is questionable whether properties are truly homogeneous throughout a horizon, 
particularly with regard to chemical properties, which are not easily detected via the senses. 
When sampling by standard horizons, some of the profile variability may be masked because 
an “average” value for each property within the horizon is determined. The objective of this 
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study was to evaluate variability within standard soil horizons of some benchmark pedons in 
Iowa by subdividing the horizons into 3-cm increments for analysis. 
Materials and Methods 
Twenty benchmark pedons were sampled using a truck-mounted hydraulic probe 
(Giddings Machine Company, Windsor, CO). Two cores approximately 150-cm long were 
pulled from each pedon within 30 cm of one another. These paired cores were visually 
similar upon an initial inspection after sampling. One core in each pair was described using 
standard soil horizons while the other core was divided into 3-cm increments for description, 
hereafter referred to as 3-cm horizons. Basic soil properties for each horizon were described 
using the Field Book for Describing and Sampling Soils (Schoeneberger et al., 2002).  
The horizons were dried and weighed individually. The core method (Method 4A3, 
National Soil Survey Center, Soil Survey Staff, 1996) was used to determine bulk density for 
each layer. A subsample from each horizon was analyzed for pH using a 1:1 ratio of water to 
soil and again using a 2:1 ratio of 0.1M KCl to soil. Total soil carbon was determined by the 
dry combustion method (Combs and Nathan, 2012) on a LECO CHN-2000 analyzer (LECO 
Corporation, St. Joseph, MI).   
A case study using only four of the pedons we sampled is discussed here.  Each 
pedon pair will be referred to using the respective mapped soil series, which include the 
Fayette, Tama, Gara, and Nodaway (Table 4.1; Fig. 4.1). The Fayette and Tama were chosen 
because they are part of a biosequence and are formed in loess, which is a very uniform 
parent material. The Gara and Nodaway were chosen because they are an Inceptisol and an 
Entisol as opposed to a Mollisol or Alfisol like the remaining pedons. 
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Results and Discussion 
The Fayette and Tama soil series are part of a biosequence formed in Late 
Wisconsinan Loess. At the great group level of U.S. Soil Taxonomy, the Fayette soil series is 
a Hapludalf while the Tama soil series is a Hapludoll (Table 4.1). The Gara soil series is also 
a Hapludalf but it is formed in glacial till, and the Nodaway soil series is a Udifluvent formed 
in alluvium. Three of the pedons discussed here keyed out to the mapped great group level of 
Soil Taxonomy including the Fayette, Tama, and Nodaway. The fourth pedon, the Gara, 
keyed out to a Dystrudept instead of a Hapludalf because it did not meet the requirements for 
an argillic horizon. Based on the mapped soil classification, the predicted weathering and 
profile development would increase in the following order: Nodaway < Tama < Gara < 
Fayette. Using the classified information instead of the mapped, the predicted order would 
change to Nodaway < Gara < Tama < Fayette. On a basic level, less weathered soils would 
presumably have less variability within horizons because of fewer changes to the profile. 
However, parent material could also affect variability. For example, the Nodaway is formed 
in alluvium that could vary quite a bit from one deposit episode to the next, while the Fayette 
is formed in relatively uniform loess. 
Soil pH 
 The mean, standard deviation, standard error, and range for pH (both 1:1 and 2:1) of 
the 3-cm horizons within a thickness corresponding to the standard horizons are shown in 
Table 4.2. The mean of the 3-cm data for a given horizon is similar to the pH of the standard 
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horizon for most samples. We are particularly interested in the layers that have a high 
standard deviation and range because these are indications of internal variability, as opposed 
to homogeneity, within a standard soil horizon when subdivided into 3 cm increments. 
Horizons with a range in pH ≥ 0.20 are labeled with a “+” in Table 4.2 and are considered to 
have high internal variability between 3-cm zones that question the assumption of horizon 
homogeneity. 
 In the Fayette pedon, pH (1:1) has a high range in the A horizon (5.6-6.4), 3 of the 5 
B horizons, and in the C horizon (6.4-8.0) (Table 4.2, Fig. 4.2). For 2:1 pH, the results are 
similar (Fig. 4.3). The Tama ranges the most in the A horizon (6.5-7.2) and in the lower B 
horizon (6.4-6.7) (Fig. 4.4, Fig. 4.5), as does the Gara pedon (A horizon: 4.9-6.3; Lower B 
horizons: 5.5-6.7 and 5.8-8.0) (Fig. 4.6, Fig. 4.7). In the Nodaway pedon, 2 of the C horizons 
have a high range (4.8-5.1 and 4.5-5.1) (Fig. 4.8, Fig. 4.9). Thus within-horizon homogeneity 
is least near the surface, in the lower B horizons, and in the C horizons. When looking at the 
graphs (Fig. 4.2-4.9), it becomes apparent that the variability in pH of the 3-cm horizons 
could average out to the value found using standard horizons. The standard error was not a 
useful metric given the small n for within-horizon sampling. 
Total soil carbon 
Values for total carbon (TC) of the Fayette, Gara, and Nodaway pedons are shown in 
Table 4.2 and in Figures 4.10-4.12. The Tama pedon was not analyzed for TC. For the 
Fayette and Gara pedons, the greatest range in TC occurs in the A horizon (1.1-3.2% and 0.8-
2.2%, respectively) where the amount of soil organic carbon (SOC) is high, or in the lower 
profile (0.2-2.5% and 0.7-1.3%, respectively) where inorganic carbon (IOC) is plentiful. In 
the Nodaway pedon, the pH is quite low throughout the profile, indicating lack of IOC, so 
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SOC is assumed to be equivalent to TC even in the C horizon. The Nodaway is an alluvial 
soil with a Munsell soil color of 10YR 3/2 or 4/2 throughout the profile, which supports the 
fact that TC = SOC. Mean values for TC do not change much in the profile, but the A 
horizon has a range of 1.0-1.7% TC and one of the C horizons ranges from 1.0-1.3%.  
Bulk density 
Bulk density was determined for each standard and 3-cm horizon, but will not be 
analyzed in detail here because the results were highly variable for the 3-cm horizons as 
illustrated for the Fayette soil (Fig. 4.13). The other pedons were also characterized by 
similar fluctuations in bulk density. We presume this is due to the 3-cm sampling method. 
Since it is a smaller sample, variations in accuracy due to dividing the sample into 3-cm 
increments could cause the alternating high and low values for bulk density seen in Fig. 4.10. 
If one layer was cut a few millimeters less than 3 cm, the calculated bulk density would be 
lower while the subsequent layer would have a higher bulk density due to the extra soil that 
should have been with the previous layer.  
Soil morphology 
Soil morphology data, including color, structure, consistence, clay films, amount of 
roots and pores, effervescence, and redoximorphic features, were determined for each of the 
standard and 3-cm horizons. The 3-cm horizons within a corresponding depth range were 
compared to values from the standard horizon and the number of samples deviating from the 
standard horizon for each property are shown in Table 4.3 but won’t be discussed her. For 
variability within 3-cm samples from a given standard horizon zone, the number of samples 
different from the most frequent value within that depth range were counted (Table 4.3). The 
Fayette pedon, which is considered the most developed soil, has the greatest number of 
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morphologic property differences within 3-cm samples from a standard horizon thickness. 
The horizons with high 3-cm variability in morphology also have a large range in pH and/or 
TC in the Fayette. The A horizon along with the lower B horizons and the C horizon of the 
Fayette have variability in more than one of the following: color, structure, clay films, roots, 
pores, effervescence, and redoximorphic features. Consistence does not change in the profile. 
In the least developed pedon, the Nodaway, the morphology does not vary except in the A 
horizon and the first C horizon below it. These are also zones with a high range in pH and/or 
TC; however the lower C horizon has a high range in pH but no variation in morphology. 
The variability in morphology for the Tama and Gara generally increases with depth. The 
lower B horizons in the Tama and Gara with the greatest morphologic variability also have a 
high range in pH and/or TC, but each pedon also has a horizon near the surface with little 
morphologic variability and a high range in pH/TC. 
Overall, variability in morphology from one 3-cm horizon to the next in a given zone 
appears to be greatest in the lower B horizon or the upper C horizon. These are areas near the 
weathering front. Properties such as consistence, roots, pores, and effervescence do not vary 
as much as color, structure, clay films, and redoximorphic features.  
Conclusions 
 While some standard soil horizons we sampled are relatively homogeneous at the 3-
cm level, at least for the properties we analyzed, other horizons show considerable variability 
in morphology, pH, and/or TC. The pH and TC for a given horizon can have a large range in 
values at the 3-cm level while the overall mean is similar to that found using a bulk standard 
horizon sample. Likewise, morphology can exhibit variability within standard horizons. The 
greatest variability in soil properties occurs either near the soil surface or near the weathering 
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front in the lower B horizon and upper C horizon. Therefore, it is important to be aware that 
the method of sampling, whether by standard horizon or a specific depth increment, can lead 
to different results for a given soil property. Standard horizons can be thought of as averaging 
within-horizon variability, which could hamper our understanding of soil formation and 
change. The challenge is what to do as an alternative. The answer to that may be different 
depending on which soil property is being evaluated. 
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Table 4.1. GPS locations, taxonomic classification, and parent material for four pedons in Iowa. 
 
GPS Location (UTM 15N) SMU
Mapped 
Soil Series
Mapped Taxonomic 
Subgroup
Classified Taxonomic 
Subgroup
Parent 
Material
Pedon 
ID
0626822 m E, 4792719 m N 163C2 Fayette Typic Hapludalf Oxyaquic Hapludalf Loess P6
0578771 m E, 4619801 m N 120B Tama Typic Argiudoll Aquic Argiudoll Loess P13
0579043 m E, 4619690 m N 179E2 Gara Mollic Hapludalf Ruptic-Alfic Dystrudept Till P9
0536061 m E, 4532034 m N 716 Nodaway Mollic Udifluvent Typic Udifluvent Alluvium P3  
1
0
3
 
  
 
Table 4.2. Soil pH (1:1 and 2:1) and total carbon for four Iowa pedons using 3-cm and standard horizons. A “+” indicates that the 
range within 3-cm samples for a given depth corresponding to the standard horizon is > 0.2 for pH and > 0.3 for total carbon (TC).  
stdev = standard deviation, se = standard error, TC = total carbon. 1:1 pH = 1 part water: 1 part soil; 2:1 pH = 2 parts 0.01M KCl: 1 
part soil.  
 
Standard Horizons (St. H.) St. H. St. H. St. H.
Profile Horizon
L.Depth 
(cm)
n (# 3cm 
horizons)
 Thickness 
(cm)
pH 
(1:1)
pH (1:1) 
mean
pH (1:1) 
stdev
pH (1:1) 
se
pH (1:1) range
pH (1:1) 
variation
pH 
(2:1)
pH (2:1) 
mean
pH (2:1) 
stdev
pH (2:1) 
se pH (2:1) range
pH (2:1) 
variation %   TC
%TC 
mean
%TC 
stdev %TC se
%TC 
range
%TC 
variation
Ap 19 6 18 6.16 5.98 0.34 0.14 5.60-6.40 + 6.16 6.00 0.41 0.17 5.50-6.61 + 1.6 1.6 0.74 0.30 1.1-3.2 +
Bt1 34 5 15 5.99 5.94 0.06 0.03 5.90-6.06 5.91 5.79 0.08 0.04 5.71-5.93 + 0.4 0.4 0.15 0.07 0.3-0.7 +
Bt2 42 3 9 5.75 5.71 0.08 0.05 5.63-5.82 5.70 5.62 0.05 0.03 5.55-5.68 0.4 0.4 0.02 0.01 0.3-0.4
Bt3 62 7 21 5.64 5.65 0.08 0.03 5.56-5.81 + 5.52 5.58 0.05 0.02 5.51-5.69 0.3 0.3 0.02 0.01 0.3-0.4
Bt4 92 10 30 5.63 5.58 0.19 0.06 5.31-5.90 + 5.57 5.49 0.2 0.06 5.23-5.90 + 0.2 0.3 0.03 0.01 0.2-0.3
BCt 129 12 36 5.65 5.81 0.28 0.08 5.33-6.14 + 5.62 5.73 0.31 0.09 5.21-6.10 + 0.3 0.3 0.04 0.01 0.2-0.3
C 166 12 36 7.69 7.37 0.58 0.17 6.35-7.96 + 7.62 7.29 0.55 0.16 6.30-7.81 + 3.0 1.3 0.84 0.24 0.2-2.5 +
Ap1 9 3 9 6.80 7.22 0.03 0.02 7.17-7.25 6.96 7.14 0.05 0.03 7.08-7.19
Ap2 22 4 12 6.57 6.80 0.26 0.13 6.50-7.18 + 6.65 6.69 0.26 0.13 6.41-7.09 +
A 33 4 12 6.32 6.49 0.06 0.03 6.39-6.57 6.36 6.35 0.09 0.04 6.21-6.44 +
ABt 45 4 12 6.30 6.36 0.04 0.02 6.31-6.43 6.31 6.18 0.03 0.02 6.14-6.23
Bt1 58 4 12 6.26 6.28 0.01 0.01 6.26-6.29 6.21 6.12 0.01 0.01 6.10-6.13
Bt2 72 5 15 6.28 6.29 0.02 0.01 6.26-6.32 6.24 6.12 0.01 0.01 6.10-6.14
Bt3 87 5 15 6.33 6.48 0.06 0.03 6.43-6.60 6.28 6.28 0.05 0.02 6.24-6.38
Bt4 125 13 39 6.36 6.57 0.09 0.03 6.43-6.70 + 6.24 6.34 0.09 0.02 6.19-6.45 +
Bt5 146 7 21 6.10 6.27 0.06 0.02 6.16-6.34 5.90 6.03 0.06 0.02 5.90-6.08
BC 159 4 12 5.98 6.07 0.06 0.03 6.00-6.14 5.79 5.81 0.03 0.02 5.77-5.86
C 169 3 9 5.96 5.93 0.02 0.01 5.93-5.98 5.78 5.70 0.03 0.02 5.66-5.74
Ap 15 5 15 5.35 5.43 0.51 0.23 4.94-6.33 + 5.35 5.43 0.56 0.25 4.89-6.44 + 1.4 1.3 0.52 0.23 0.8-2.2 +
Bt1 26 4 12 5.08 5.10 0.02 0.01 5.06-5.11 5.01 4.99 0.02 0.01 4.96-5.02 0.4 0.4 0.06 0.03 0.3-0.5
Bt2 47 7 21 5.10 5.18 0.03 0.01 5.13-5.23 5.00 5.03 0.03 0.01 4.97-5.07 0.3 0.3 0.01 0.00 0.2-0.3
Bt3 80 11 33 5.26 5.25 0.05 0.02 5.18-5.37 5.12 5.06 0.05 0.02 4.99-5.16 0.2 0.2 0.01 0.00 0.2
Bt4 99 6 18 5.38 5.41 0.06 0.02 5.35-5.52 5.19 5.21 0.07 0.03 5.15-5.35 0.2 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.2
Bt5 120 7 21 5.51 5.60 0.08 0.03 5.45-6.69 + 5.32 5.41 0.09 0.03 5.27-5.56 + 0.2 0.2 0.01 0.00 0.2
Bt6 152 11 33 6.29 6.51 0.69 0.21 5.77-7.98 + 6.03 6.32 0.73 0.22 5.54-7.78 + 0.2 0.2 0.11 0.03 0.2-0.6 +
C 174 7 21 7.82 8.05 0.04 0.01 8.01-8.12 7.66 7.87 0.03 0.01 7.82-7.91 1.2 1.0 0.20 0.08 0.7-1.3 +
A 15 5 15 5.25 4.93 0.07 0.03 4.84-5.03 5.36 5.13 0.04 0.02 5.06-5.17 1.2 1.2 0.24 0.11 1.0-1.7 +
C1 40 8 24 5.39 4.91 0.10 0.04 4.80-5.13 + 5.40 5.01 0.09 0.03 4.91-5.17 + 1.0 1.0 0.05 0.02 0.9-1.1
C2 55 5 15 5.39 5.23 0.05 0.02 5.15-5.28 5.39 5.29 0.05 0.02 5.23-5.36 1.0 1.1 0.10 0.04 1.0-1.3 +
C3 80 9 27 5.32 5.19 0.05 0.02 5.08-5.26 5.31 5.22 0.05 0.02 5.11-5.29 0.9 1.0 0.04 0.01 1.0
C4 105 8 24 4.58 4.88 0.22 0.08 4.48-5.12 + 4.64 4.90 0.21 0.08 4.51-5.12 + 0.9 1.0 0.04 0.01 0.9-1.1
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Table 4.3. Comparison of soil description data for 3-cm vs. standard horizons, and variability within 3-cm samples from a given depth 
corresponding to standard horizons. 3-cm vs. horizons: For pH, a “+” indicates the pH of the standard horizon compared to the mean 
of 3-cm samples within that depth were different by > 0.2 or > standard deviation, whichever was larger. For total carbon, a “+” 
indicates the total carbon of the standard horizon compared to the mean of 3-cm samples within that depth were different by > 0.3. For 
variability within 3-cm samples, the amount different from the most frequent value within that depth range was counted. 
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Fig. 4.1. Location of sampling sites for four pedons in Iowa. The Fayette was pulled from northeast Iowa on the Paleozoic Plateau. 
The Tama and Gara were pulled from east-central Iowa and the Nodaway was taken from south central Iowa on the Southern Iowa 
Drift Plain.
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Fig. 4.2. Soil pH (1:1) with depth in a Fayette pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.3. Soil pH (1:1 and 2:1) with depth in a Fayette pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.4. Soil pH (1:1) with depth in a Tama pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.5. Soil pH (1:1 and 2:1) with depth in a Tama pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.6. Soil pH (1:1) with depth in a Gara pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.7. Soil pH (1:1 and 2:1) with depth in a Gara pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.8. Soil pH (1:1) with depth in a Nodaway pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.9. Soil pH (1:1 and 2:1) with depth in a Nodaway pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons. 
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Fig. 4.10. Total soil carbon with depth in a Fayette pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.11. Total soil carbon with depth in a Gara pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.12. Total soil carbon with depth in a Nodaway pedon using 3 cm and standard horizons.
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Fig. 4.13. Soil bulk density with depth in a Fayette pedon using 3 cm and standard horizon
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CHAPTER 5: 
GENERAL CONCLUSION 
 
The previous three chapters have focused on evaluating three fundamental concepts 
in pedology: catenas, soil particle density, and soil horizons. The catena model is used 
worldwide to predict soil distribution across hillslopes and is therefore central to soil 
mapping. However, in the intensively farmed landscape of north-central Iowa I found that 
co-variate soil properties are distributed in vertical and horizontal patterns specific to their 
individual catenas, as opposed to a common repeating distribution. As a result, validating a 
new map via the integration of legacy maps with DEM's, LiDAR and other geospatially 
intense modern data will be difficult and require greater ground-truthing than usual for such a 
well-studied and mapped soilscape.  
With regard to soil particle density, the measured values range from 2.10-2.84 g cm-3 
with a mean of 2.66 g cm-3 and a median of 2.68 g cm-3. In the upper 10 cm, the mean 
particle density drops to 2.58 g cm-3. Particle density is highly correlated with soil organic 
carbon content (r2 = 0.85). In most soil profiles, particle density increases with depth. Across 
the catenas, lowland soils have lower particle density due to larger quantities of soil organic 
carbon and biogenic opal, along with fewer heavy minerals compared to their uphill 
counterparts. These results indicate a wide range in particle density that has ramifications for 
calculations and models that routinely assume a particle density of 2.65 g cm-3. 
Last, I found that while some standard soil horizons are relatively homogeneous when 
sampled in 3-cm increments for the properties analyzed, other horizons show considerable 
variability in morphology, pH, and/or total carbon (TC). The greatest variability in soil 
120 
 
 
properties occurs either near the soil surface or near the weathering front in the lower B 
horizon and upper C horizon. It is important to be aware that the method of sampling, 
whether it be by standard horizon or using a certain depth increment, can lead to different 
results for a given soil property.  
In summary, I found that the three assumptions investigated are not representative of 
reality. The recurring nature of the catena in north-central Iowa has been compromised by 
land use, soil particle density is rarely 2.65 g cm-3 for Iowa soils, and soil horizons are 
frequently not homogenous. 
 
 
 
  
 
APPENDIX A: 
SOIL DESCRIPTIONS FOR CATENA SOILS 
Soil Description Abbreviations 
Abbreviations within soil description sheets are consistent with those found in the “Field book for describing and sampling 
soils” (Schoeneberger et al., 2002) except for the following: 
 
Bdry = boundary 
%CF = % coarse fragments 
Consist. = consistence 
Amt = amount 
Eff. = effervescence  
VSL = very slightly (eff.) 
VST =  very strongly/violently (eff.) 
Fe conc. = iron concentrations 
Fe depl. = iron depletions 
Mn conc. = manganese concentrations 
 
References 
Schoeneberger, P.J., Wysocki, D.A., Benham, E.C., and Broderson, W.D., 2002. Field book for describing and sampling soils, 
Version 2.0. Natural Resources Conservation Service, National Soil Survey Center, Lincoln, NE. 
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/1 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 4/2 2 F-VF SBK Argillans 5%
10YR 5/2 1 F-VF PR Argillans 20%
10YR 4/2 2 F-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/3 1 M PR Argillans 10% Fe conc 15% F
2.5Y 5/4 1 F SBK Krotovina
2.5Y 5/3 1 M PR Argillans 5% Fe conc 15% F
2.5Y 5/4 1 F SBK Mn conc 1%
2.5Y 5/3 1 M-F SBK Krotovina Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 15% F
2.5Y 6/2 Mn conc 1%
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 25% M
2.5Y 6/2 Mn conc 2%
2.5Y 6/2 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 50% CO
2.5Y 5/4 Mn conc 2%
2.5Y 6/2 0 MA Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 50% CO
2.5Y 5/4 Mn conc 2%
pH
6.93
6.81
6.92
6.91
7.06
Cg3 198 L 16 51 4 FR F VF ST 30267.92
Cg1 165 C L 15 51 4 FR C VF C VF ST 3024
Cg2 184 C L 15 52 3 FR F VF ST 3025
7.77
7.90
Bt2 121 C L 18 49 3 FR C VF C VF SL 3022
Bg1 143 C L 20 47 5 FR C VF C VF SL 30237.43
7.61
Btg2 87 C L 26 37 2 FR C VF M VF 3020
Bt1 103 C L 21 47 2 FR C VF C VF SL 30217.46
A2 52 C CL 28 34 1 FR C VF M VF 3018
Btg1 69 C CL 30 33 2 FR C VF M VF 3019
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (52-143 cm) CORE LENGTH:                         198 cm               CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
3016
A1 34 C CL 29 31 <1 FR C VF M VF 3017
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap 23 C CL 29 28 <1 FR C VF M VF
Coatings/Other Roots Pores
PROFILE:                                Burras 4                 VEGETATION:  Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Pachic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: Footslope
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Floyd COUNTY: Story, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Endoaquoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0449027 m E; 4661716 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Webster DATE SAMPLED:               12/6/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-52 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/1 2 F-VF SBK
1 F-VF GR
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/2 2 M-VF SBK Argillans 5%
10YR 3/2
10YR 4/2 2 M-VF SBK Argillans 5% Fe conc 2% F
10YR 5/3 Krotovina
2.5Y 5/3 1 M PR Argillans 5% Fe conc 7.5YR 5/6 5%
2.5Y 4/2 2 M-F SBK Krotovina
2.5Y 6/3 1 M PR Argillans 5% Fe conc 10YR 5/6 25% M
2 M-F SBK Krotovina Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 20%
2.5Y 6/3 1 M PR Argillans 2% Fe conc 10YR 5/6 25% M
1 M-F SBK Krotovina Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 25%
2.5Y 5/4 1 M-F SBK Fe conc 5YR 4/6 15%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 15%
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 5YR 4/6 1%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 5%
Mn conc 2% F
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 5YR 4/6 1%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 5%
Mn conc 2% F
pH
7.43
7.64
7.81
7.84
7.93
7.89
7.97
7.90
7.94
7.06
CORE LENGTH:                     198 cm                   CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
DATE SAMPLED:               12/6/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
COUNTY: Story, IA
VEGETATION:  Row crops
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0449044 m E; 4661717 m N
SLOPE POSITION: Backslope
3036
3037
6.92
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (45-150 cm)
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Nicollet
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Nicollet
PROFILE:                                      Burras 3           
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-45 cm)
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION:  Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
Ap1 11 A L 22 41 <1 FR C VF M VF
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings/Other Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
Ap2 26 A L 23 41 <1 FR C VF M VF
A 45 C L 26 39 1 FR C VF M VF
BAt 60 C L 24 37 1 FR C VF M VF SL
Bt1 70 C L 20 44 4 FR C VF M VF SL
FSL 16 54 3 FR C VF C VF SL
Bt3 111 C L 16 52 3 FR C VF M VF ST
C2 198 L 15 51 5 FR/FI F VF ST
Bt4 130 C L 17 50 5 FR/FI F VF M VF ST
BC 150 C FSL 15 53
Bt2 85 C
C1 170 C L 15 51 4 FR/FI F VF ST
4 FR/FI M VF ST
3027
3028
3029
3030
3031
3032
3033
ID #
3034
3035
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/1 1 CO-M SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans 10%
2.5Y 5/4 1 F PR Argillans 10%
2 M-F SBK
2.5Y 5/4 1 F PR Argillans 5% Fe conc 10YR 4/6
2 M-F SBK Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2
Mn conc
2.5Y 6/3 2 CO-F SBK Fe conc 10YR 5/6 30% M
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 50%
Mn conc 2%
10YR 5/6 1 M-F SBK Fe conc 10%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 10%
Mn conc 3%
10YR 5/6 0 MA Fe conc 10%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 5%
Mn conc 3%
10YR 5/6 0 MA Fe conc 5%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 5%
Mn conc 2%
10YR 5/6 0 MA Fe conc 5%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 5%
Mn conc 1%
7.91
Redox Features
pH
6.60
6.23
6.45
7.39
7.73
7.84
7.89
7.92
7.94
VEGETATION:  Row crops
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0449065 m E; 4661715 m N
SLOPE POSITION: Shoulder
CORE LENGTH:                     196 cm                   CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
DATE SAMPLED:               12/6/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
COUNTY: Story, IA
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (38-125 cm)
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Nicollet
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Nicollet
PROFILE:                                              Burras 2   
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-38 cm)
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
Bt1 50 C L 20 52 7 FR M VF M VF
Ap 25 C L 22 47 1 FR M VF C VF
A 38 C L 22 48 4 FR M VF M VF
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Bt2 65 A L 18 52 3 FR M VF M VF
Bt3 80 C L 16 52 6 FR M VF M VF ST
Bw4 108 A L 16 51 4 FR C VF M VF ST
BC 125 A L 16 52 17 FR/FI F VF M VF ST
C1 152 A L 16 52 3 FR/FI F VF M VF ST
C2 170 A L 15 52 4 FR/FI F VF C VF ST
C3 196 L 16 52 4 FR/FI F VF C VF ST
3038
3039
3040
3041
ID #
3042
3043
3044
3045
3046
3047
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/1 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/1 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/2
10YR 4/3 2 M-VF SBK Argillans 5%
Krotovina
2.5Y 5/4 2 M-VF SBK Argillans 10%
2.5Y 5/4 1 M PR Argillans 20% Fe conc 2%
2 M-F SBK Fe depl 2%
Mn conc 1%
10YR 5/6 1 M SBK Argillans 20% Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 30%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/1 20%
Mn conc 2%
10YR 5/6 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/6 20%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/1 20%
 Mn conc 1%
10YR 5/6 0 MA Fe conc 5%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/1 5%
Mn conc 1%
10YR 5/6 0 MA Fe conc 15%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/1 20%
Mn conc 2%
7.89
7.92
7.96
8.00
7.99
pH
6.37
5.81
6.64
7.69
Eff.
Redox Features
VEGETATION:  Row crops
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0449086 m E; 4661718 m N
SLOPE POSITION: Summit
PROFILE:                               Burras 1                                           
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (24-113 cm)
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Nicollet
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Nicollet taxadjuct
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-24 cm)
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings/Other Roots Pores
M VF
M VF
54 4 FR C VF M VF
Bt2 59 C L
Ap1 14 A L 20 49 3 FR C VF
Ap2 24 A L 23 48 1 FR C VF
Bt1 43 A SCL 20
17 50 3 FR C VF M VF ST
Bt3 85 C L 16 52 9 FR C VF M VF ST
Bt4 113 C L 16 52 6 FR/FI F VF M VF ST
C1 136 C L 16 50 4 FR/FI F VF F VF ST
C2 163 C L 15 51 4 FR/FI F VF ST
C3 187 FSL 16 53 5 FR/FI F VF ST
CORE LENGTH:                      187 cm                  CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
DATE SAMPLED:               12/6/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
COUNTY: Story, IA
ID #
3052
3053
3054
3055
3056
3048
3049
3050
Mollic Epipedon not 25 cm but abrupt boundary is ± 1 cm so included it as Mollic
3051
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/3 2 F-VF SBK
1 F-VF GR
10YR 3/3 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/3 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M PR Argillans 25%
2 F SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M PR Argillans 75% Fe depl 10YR 4/2 15% CO-M
2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Argillans 10% Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 10% M-F
1 M-F SBK Fe depl 10YR 5/2 10% CO-M
pH
5.51
5.82
5.98
5.96
5.92
6.10
6.41
6.51
6.71Btb 166 SCL 20 64 7 FR/FI F VF C VF 3065
ABtb1 126 C CL 30 21 <1 FR/FI C VF C VF 3063
ABtb2 150 C CL 33 24 1 FI C VF C VF 3064
A4 76 C SIL 20 20 <1 FR C VF C VF 3061
Ab 111 C SIL 26 18 <1 FR C VF M VF 3062
A2 50 A SL 9 65 2 FR C VF C VF 3059
A3 63 A L 14 43 <1 FR C VF C VF 3060
Ap 18 A SL 9 66 2 FR M VF M VF 3057
A1 34 C SL 8 69 2 FR C VF C VF 3058
PROFILE:                                           Konen 5      VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive mesic Typic Argiaquoll SLOPE POSITION: Toeslope
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Jameston COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Endoaquoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0421775 m E; 4672719 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Webster DATE SAMPLED:               12/3/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:        4/1/14                                    
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-166 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (111-166 cm) CORE LENGTH:         166 cm                               CORE DIAMETER: 2"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/3 2 M-F SBK
1 F-VF GR
10YR 3/3 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/3 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF SBK
1 VC PL
10YR 3/1 1 M PR
2 M-VF SBK
10YR 2/1 3 M-VF SBK
10YR 2/1 1 F PR Organoargillans 75%
2 F-VF SBK
10YR 3/1 1 F PR Organoargillans 75% Fe depl 10YR 4/2 15% CO-M
2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/1 2 M PR Argillans 75% Fe depl 10YR 5/2 25% CO
2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/1 2 M PR Argillans 20% Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 5% F
2 M SBK Fe depl 10YR 6/2 35% CO-M
Mn conc 2% F
10YR 4/1 1 M PR Argillans 15% Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 15% F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 35%
Mn conc 3%
10YR 3/3 1 M PR Fe conc 10YR 5/4 5% M-F
10YR 4/3 Fe depl 10YR 5/2 20%
Mn conc 2%
10YR 3/3 1 M-F SBK Fe conc 2%
Mn conc 2%
10YR 6/2 1 M PR Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 15% M-F
1 M SBK Mn conc 5%
10YR 6/2 0 MA Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 45%
Mn conc 5%
10YR 6/2 0 MA Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 48%
Mn conc 2%
10YR 6/2 0 MA Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 48%
Mn conc 2%
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 75%
Fe depl 25%
2.5Y 5/4 0 SGR
6.89
6.98
7.36
7.50
7.54
7.47
7.43
6.79
6.90
6.92
pH
5.91
5.78
5.60
5.58
5.51
5.94
6.25
6.48
6.67
C2 290 SL 6 73 25 LO F VF SL 3084
Carbonate 
nodules
Carbonate 
nodules
Carbonate 
nodules
Cg3 281 A L 16 52 5 FR F VF ST 3082
C1 286 A LFS 6 78 1 VFR F VF 3083
Cg1 263 A L 19 49 2 FR F VF 3080
Cg2 272 A L 16 52 4 FR F VF SL 3081
Carbonate 
nodules  1-2 mm
Ab2' 230 A LS 9 83 1 VFR F VF 3078
BCbg 241 A L 20 52 3 FR F VF 3079
Btgb3 200 C L 21 49 2 FR F VF F VF 3076
Ab1' 222 A FSL 13 66 2 FR F VF 3077
Btgb1 160 A CL 29 43 3 FR/FI F VF C VF 3074
Btgb2 179 C SCL 22 53 6 FR F VF C VF 3075
ABtb1 133 C CL 30 27 <1 FR/FI C VF C VF 3072
ABtb2 145 C CL 29 36 5 FR/FI F VF C VF 3073
AC2 85 A L 16 46 <1 FR C VF C VF 3070
Ab 115 C CL 28 22 <1 FR C VF M VF 3071
A2 47 C SL 8 68 2 FR M VF C VF 3068
AC1 66 A SL 8 72 1 FR C VF C VF 3069
Ap 17 A SL 8 71 3 VFR
M    
F
VF    
F
M VF 3066
A1 31 C SL 8 71 3 FR M VF C VF 3067
PROFILE:                                                 Konen 4 VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Pachic Argiudoll SLOPE POSITION: Footslope
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Nevin taxadjunct COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Sandy, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0421759 m E; 4672703 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Dickman DATE SAMPLED:               12/3/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:     4/4/14                                      
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-145 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (115-200 cm) CORE LENGTH:                  290 cm                      CORE DIAMETER: 2"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
 
1
2
9
 
  
 
Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/3 2 M-F SBK
1 F-VF GR
10YR 3/3 2 M-F SBK Fe conc 10% M-F
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/2 3 F-VF SBK Argillans 15% Fe depl 5% F
10YR 4/3 2 M PR Argillans 60% Fe conc 1% F
2 M-F SBK Fe depl 10YR 4/2 35% CO-M
10YR 4/3 1 M PR Argillans 20% Fe conc 1% F
Krotovina 10YR 3/1 Fe depl 10YR 6/2 25% M
2 M-F SBK Fe-Mn 5% CO-M
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans 20% Fe conc 5% M-F
Krotovina 10YR 3/1 Fe depl 10YR 6/2 35% CO-M
Mn conc 2% F
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans 15% Fe conc 10YR 5/4 25%
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 25%
Mn conc 2% F
10YR 5/2 2 M-F SBK Argillans 15% Fe conc 10YR 5/4 5% F
10YR 6/2 Fe depl 10YR 5/2 75% CO-M
10YR 4/3 Mn conc 2% F
10YR 4/4 1 CO SBK Fe conc 10YR 5/4 40% CO-M
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 20% M
Mn conc 1% F
BC 180 SL 11 62 10 FR F VF 3095
Bt5 163 C SL 15 64 4 FR C VF 3093
Btg 172 A L 21 39 3 FR C VF 3094
Bt3 134 C SCL 21 61 3 FR F VF C VF 3091
Bt4 146 C SCL 20 62 5 FR F VF C VF 3092
Bt1 82 C CL 28 24 1 FR/FI
C   
F
VF   
F
M VF 3089
Bt2 109 C CL 34 28 2 FI
C   
F
VF   
F
C VF 3090
A2 46 C L 14 37 1 FR C VF C VF 3087
A3 61 C SIL 19 29 <1 FR/FI C VF M VF 3088
5.47
5.65
Ap 15 A SL 8 67 1 FR M VF M VF 3085
A1 34 A SL 8 67 1 FR C VF C VF 3086
6.21
5.59
PROFILE:                                                 Konen 3 VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Pachic Argiudoll SLOPE POSITION: Lower Backslope/Footslope
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Nevin taxadjunct COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Sandy, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0421743 m E; 4672690 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Dickman DATE SAMPLED:               12/3/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:          3/19/14                                  
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-82 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (61-172) CORE LENGTH:                     180 cm                   CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
5.78
5.83
6.40
6.78
6.92
7.08
7.30
 
1
3
0
 
  
 
Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK
1 M GR
10YR 4/3 1 PR M Argillans
10YR 4/4 2 M-F SBK
Could not get a deeper sample with multiple attempts so properties assumed to 1 m. Kept hitting stones
Ap 11 A FSL 19 56 3 FR
M    
F
VF    
F
M VF 3096
Bt 31 SCL 20 63 5 FR C VF C VF 3097
6.77
6.70
PROFILE:                     Konen 2                            VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Eutrudept SLOPE POSITION: Shoulder/Upper Backslope
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Storden COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Sandy, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0421729 m E; 4672673 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Dickman DATE SAMPLED:               12/3/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:      3/19/14                                      
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-11 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (11-31 cm) CORE LENGTH:               31 cm                           CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
 
1
3
1
 
  
 
Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/3 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/3
10YR 4/4 2 M PR Argillans 70%
2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/4 3 F-VF SBK Argillans 80%
10YR 4/4 3 M-VF SBK Argillans 80%
10YR 4/4 1 M PR Argillans 60% Fe conc 5% F
2 M-F SBK Mn conc 1%
pH
5.91
6.16
5.92
5.80
5.70
5.58
PROFILE:                               Konen 1                  VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: Summit/Shoulder
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Lindley COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Sandy, mixed, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0421713 m E; 4672657 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Dickman DATE SAMPLED:               12/3/12                    DATE DESCRIBED:       3/19/14                                     
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-27 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (27-86 cm) CORE LENGTH:                   86 cm                       CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap 16 A FSL 17 59 4 VFR
M    
F
VF    
F
M VF 3098
A 27 A FSL 18 57 4 FR C VF C VF 3099
Bt1 38 A CL 28 39 2 FR/FI C VF C VF 3100
Bt2 51 C CL 30 35 1 FR/FI C VF M VF 3101
Bt3 69 C CL 32 27 <1 FR/FI C VF M VF 3102
Bt4 86 CL 30 31 3 FI C VF M VF 3103
 
 
 
 
 
 
1
3
2
 
  
 
Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 3 M-F GR
10YR 2/1 2 M SBK Snail shells M
2 M-F GR
10YR 2/1 2 M SBK Snail shells M
10YR 3/1
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells M
10YR 6/3
10YR 3/1 1 M SBK Snail shells M Fe conc 1%
10YR 6/3
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK Snail shells M Fe conc 1%
10YR 3/1 1 M PR Snail shells M Fe conc 2%
2 M SBK
10YR 3/1 2 CO-M SBK Snail shells M Fe conc 2%
10YR 4/1 1 M PR Snail shells M Fe conc 5%
2 M SBK
10YR 4/1 2 CO-M SBK Snail shells M Fe conc 5% M
Mn conc 1%
10YR 4/2 2 M SBK Fe conc 10% CO-M
10YR 4/3 2 M SBK Fe conc 10YR 5/4 15% CO-M
10YR 4/1 1 M PR Fe conc 5% M
1 M SBK Mn conc 2%
10YR 4/1 1 M PR Fe conc 10YR 4/4 25% CO
Mn conc 1%
7.84
pH
6.25
6.58
7.26
7.80
7.70
7.56
7.63
7.69
7.94
7.93
7.85
7.92
7.68
F VF SL
2BCg1 130 C L 26 37 1 FR
VF C VF SL
2Bk 122 VA SL 15 64 1 FR F VF C VF SL
2Bkg3 120 VA FSL 17 57 2 FR F
C VF SL
VF C VF SL
2Bkg2 116.5 VA FSL 15 57 4 FR F VF C VF SL
2Bkg1 99 C FSL 15 55 4 FR C
VF C VF SL
ABk2 68.5 VA SICL 32 17 <1 FR/FI C VF C VF SL
ABk1 53 C SICL 31 7 FR/FI M
VF C VF ST
Ak3 41 A SIL 25 6 <1 FR/FI M VF C VF ST
Ak2 37 A SIL 25 11 <1 FR/FI M
VF M VF ST
Ak1 34 VA SIL 22 14 <1 FR M VF M VF ST
Oak2 27 VA SIL 25 4 FR M
VF    
F
M VF
Oak1 18 A SI 6 4 FR M VF M VF SL
Oa1 10 A SICL 32 5 <1 FR
M    
F
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings/Other Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
VEGETATION: Pasture
CORE LENGTH:                         236 cm               CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
DATE SAMPLED:        12/2/12                           DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
COUNTY: Hamilton, IA
SLOPE POSITION: Toeslope 3
PROFILE:                                            Walker 7   
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Histic Endoaquoll
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0442520 m E; 4678286 m N
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Kimvar
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Loamy, mixed, euic, mesic Terric Haplosaprist
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Klossner
EPIPEDON: Histic (0-27 cm), Mollic (27-68.5 cm)
2BCg2 156 A L 25 37 <1 FR
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (68.5-156 cm)
3107
3108
3109
3110
3111
3112
3113
3114
3115
3116
3117
ID #
3104
3105
3106
 
1
3
3
 
  
 
10YR 4/1 0 MA Fe conc 5%
10YR 4/1 0 MA
10YR 4/1 0 MA Snail shells F Fe conc 2% F
Woody plant residue Mn conc 5%
10YR 4/1 0 MA Woody plant residue Fe conc 5%
Mn conc 2%
10YR 5/1 0 MA Woody plant residue Fe conc 5%
10YR 6/1
10YR 4/1 0 MA Sand bedding Fe conc 5%
Woody plant residue Mn conc 2%
10YR 4/1 0 SG Woody plant residue
10YR 4/1 0 MA Sand bedding Fe conc 15%
Woody plant residue Mn conc 1%
10YR 4/1 0 SG Woody plant residue
10YR 4/1 0 MA Woody plant residue Fe conc 15%
Mn conc 1%
7.74
7.33
6.88
7.05
7.17
6.95
7.09
6.98
7.13
6.76
Histic epipedon based on weighted ave. of SOC for the Histic layer.
2Cg1 162 A L 25 29 FR F VF ST
3Cg2 169 A SIL 17 15 FR/FI F VF SL
3Cg3 190 C SIL 19 17 <1 FR F VF SL
3Cg4 198 VA SIL 22 14 <1 FR F VF SL
3Cg5 200 VA SIL 19 5 FR F VF SL
4Cg6 211 VA L 16 43 1 FR F VF SL
4Cg7 214 VA COSL 8 77 4 LO M VF ST
4Cg8 224 A FSL 13 60 1 FR F VF SL
4Cg9 225 VA SL 9 78 5 LO F VF SL
4Cg10 236 L 16 39 1 FR F VF SL
3118
3119
3120
3121
3122
3123
3124
3126
3127
3125
 
1
3
4
 
  
 
Class % Clay % Sand % CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 3 M-VF GR
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells F
2 F-VF GR
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells M
1 TK PL
10YR 4/2 1 M-F SBK Snail shells M
10YR 2/1 1 M-F SBK Snail shells M
10YR 3/1
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Snail shells M
2 M-F SBK
10YR 6/2 1 M-VF SBK Snail shells M
10YR 3/1
10YR 4/1 2 M-VF SBK Fe conc 5% F
10YR 4/1 2 M-VF SBK Fe conc 5% F
10YR 5/3
10YR 4/1 1 M PR Fe conc 5% M-CO
10YR 4/1 1 M PR Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 10% CO
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 20% VCO
10YR 5/1
10YR 4/4 0 MA Fe conc 75%
pH
6.07
6.46
7.38
7.84
7.71
7.70
7.72
7.93
7.92
8.02
8.10
8.14
7.92171 A COSL 16 60 26 FR
C VF SL
2Cg 166 A L 19 31 4 FR F VF SL
2Bkg4 143 A L 20 44 9 FR
F VF ST3C1
C VF VSL
2Bkg3 132 C L 21 38 4 FR C VF SL
2Bkg2 101 A FSL 12 60 8 FR
M VF ST
2Bkg1 82 C SL 9 72 7 FR C VF SL
2Bk 71 A SCL 21 53 12 FR/FI
VF C VF SL
ABk 66 A SICL 34 12 FI C VF C VF SL
Ak3 38 VA SIL 26 8 FR F
VF M VF SL
Ak2 35.5 VA SICL 28 9 FR F VF C VF SL
Ak1 33 VA SICL 28 5 FR C
VF M VF
Oa2 22 A SICL 33 5 FR C VF M VF VSL
Oa1 7 VA SICL 33 7 FR M
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings/Other Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
VEGETATION: Pasture
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0442515 m E; 4678315 m N
SLOPE POSITION: Toeslope 2
CORE LENGTH:                        308 cm                CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
DATE SAMPLED:        12/2/12                           DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
COUNTY: Hamilton, IA
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
PROFILE:                                            Walker 6     
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Histic Endoaquoll
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Kimvar
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Loamy, mixed, euic, mesic Terric Haplosaprist
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Klossner
EPIPEDON: Histic (0-22 cm), Mollic (22-33 cm and 35.5-66 cm)
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (66-143 cm)
3136
3137
3138
3139
3140
Horizon
3135
3128
3129
3130
3131
3132
3133
3134
ID #
 
1
3
5
 
  
 
7.5YR 4/6 0 SG Fe conc 90%
10YR 4/6 0 MA Fe conc 75%
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA Fe conc 35%
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA Fe conc 20%
2.5Y 5/2
2.5Y 5/1 0 MA
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA Fe conc 35%
2.5Y 5/1
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA
2.5Y 4/1
8.30
8.18
7.75
7.74
7.62
7.90
8.10
8.22
17 54 18 FR/FI
48 5 FR F VF
241 A L 14 49
ST
3Cg5 308 L 17 47 7 FR F VF ST
3Cg4 268 C L 14
ST
3Cg2 232 A SL
ST
3C3 199 A COSL 13 68 11
C VF ST
3Cg1 223 A SL
ST
3Cg3
F VF
76 31 LO M VF
5 FR F VF
3C2 183 A COSL 10
3148
VFR C VF ST
3C4 215 A COSL 15 63 14 FR
17 55 18 FI ST
F VF
3141
3142
3143
3144
3145
3146
3147
 
Class % Clay % Sand % CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 3 F-VF GR
10YR 2/1 2 M SBK
3 M-VF GR
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1 2 F GR
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells M
10YR 2/1 1 TK PL
5.89
6.71
pH
5.13
5.27
VEGETATION: Pasture
SLOPE POSITION: Toeslope 1
COUNTY: Hamilton, IA
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0442513 m E; 4678346 m N
DATE SAMPLED:        12/2/12                           DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
CORE LENGTH:                       179 cm                 CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
PROFILE:                                        Walker 5         
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Loamy, mixed, euic, mesic Terric Haplosaprist
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Klossner
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Loamy, mixed, euic, mesic Terric Haplosaprist
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Klossner
EPIPEDON: Histic (0-50 cm), Mollic (50-61 cm and 78-108 cm)
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: 
50 A SI 6 7 FR/FI C VF SL
Oa3 43 A SICL 32 5 FR/FI
M VF
Oa2 29 A SICL 34 10 <1 FR/FI M VF
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings/Other Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
Oa1 9 A SICL 34 13 FR
C VF
Oak
3149
3150
3151
3152
ID #
 
1
3
6
 
  
 
10YR 3/1 2 F-VF SBK Snail shells C
10YR 2/1
10YR 4/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells C Fe conc 2%
10 YR 3/1 Sand coatings Fe depl 10YR 6/2 15%
10 YR 3/1 2 CO-M SBK Snail shells C Fe conc 7.5YR 3/4 5%
Sand coatings
10 YR 3/1 2 M PR Sand coatings Fe conc 7.5YR 3/4 5%
2 M SBK
10 YR 3/1 2 M PR Sand coatings Fe conc 7.5YR 3/4 5%
2 M SBK
10 YR 3/1 0 MA Sand coatings Fe conc 7.5YR 3/4 5%
10YR 5/3 Plant residue
2.5Y 6/4 0 MA Fe conc 7.5YR 3/4 5%
2.5Y 4/2
10 YR 3/1
2.5Y 6/4 0 MA Plant residue Fe conc 10%
2.5Y 4/2
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Sand coatings Fe conc 5%
Plant residue Mn conc 2%
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Sand coatings Fe conc 5%
2.5Y 5/3 Plant residue
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 5%
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 5%
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 1%
6.97
7.44
7.58
7.57
7.76
7.68
7.74
7.10
7.23
7.74
7.52
7.91
7.62
F VF ST4Cg5 179 CL 27 33 4 FR
F VF ST
4Cg4 157 A CL 30 32 3 FR/FI F VF ST
4Cg3 152 A CL 28 33 4 FR/FI
FFR<1730SICLVA1303C3
FR22822SILVA1374Cg1
F VF ST
VSLVFF
4Cg2 141 VA L 19 47 1 FR F VF ST
2C2 120 A SIL 17 24 FR
STVF
C VF ST
2C1 111 VA L 18 49 1 FR F VF ST
2Bk4 108 A VFSL 13 59 <1 FR
C VF SL
2Bk3 99 A VFSL 13 53 <1 FR C VF ST
2Bk2 91 A L 16 38 <1 FR/FI
M VF SL
2Bk1 78 C SIL 18 20 FR C VF SL
Ak 61 C SICL 38 7 FR/FI 3153
3155
3156
3157
3158
3160
3161
3162
3163
3164
3165
3159
3154
Histic epipedon based on weighted ave. of SOC for the Histic layer.  
1
3
7
 
  
 
Class % Clay % Sand % CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 3 M-F GR
10YR 2/1 3 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M PR Cutans 15%
2 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 1 M PR Sand coating
10YR 3/2
10YR 3/2 0 MA Sand coating
10YR 6/3
10 YR 6/4 0 MA
10YR 5/3
10YR 2/1 1 M-F SBK Sand coating
10YR 6/3
10YR 3/1 1 M SBK Snail shells F
10YR 4/2
10YR 4/2 0 SG Snail shells M
10YR 3/1 1 M SBK Sand coating
6.87
7.23
7.22
7.69
7.91
pH
4.66
4.94
5.23
5.42
5.82
6.54
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
CORE LENGTH:                196 cm                        CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Coatings/Other Roots Pores Redox Features
SLOPE POSITION: Footslope
COUNTY: Hamilton, IA
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0442506 m E; 4678376 m N
VEGETATION: Pasture
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Udorthent
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: no match
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Typic 
Endoaquoll
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Canisteo
EPIPEDON: Umbric (0-68 cm)
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Buried soil (74-100 cm)
F F VF ST2Akb 100 A FSL 12 71 1 VFR F
VF F VF
2C 91 A S 5 88 22 LO F F M VF SL
2Ab2 82 A LFS 7 80 1 VFR F
VF F VF
2Ab1 77 A FSL 9 74 <1 FR F VF F VF
FR C
F-VF M VF
A2 29 C CL 29 31 1 FR/FI M VF M VF
A1 15 A CL 31 25 1 FR/FI M
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Consist. Eff.Color
Texture Structure
VF
C1 68 VA L 24 39 FR F
A3 42 A CL
AC 65 VA CL 27 34 FR M VF C
VF
12 58
A4 54 A CL 30 24 FR M VF M
VF F VF
C2 74 VA FSL
PROFILE:                                                 Walker 4
DATE SAMPLED:        12/2/12                           DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
3166
3167
316831 26 <1 FR/FI M VF C VF
3169
3170
3171
3172
3173
3174
3175
3176
ID #
 
1
3
8
 
  
 
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA Fe conc 2%
Mn conc 2%
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA Mn conc 2%
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA
2.5Y 4/3
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 50%
2.5Y 4/3
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 35%
2.5Y 4/3
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 5%
2.5Y 4/2 0 MA Fe conc 35%
2.5Y 4/3
8.29
8.20
7.75
7.98
7.92
7.67
7.87
8.04
7.99F24 38 8 FR196
F VF ST3Cg7 165 C CL
181 C L 25 37 8 FR F VF ST
27 38 4 FR
3Cg9 L VF ST
F F VF ST
3Cg3 119 A FSL 18 56 33 FI C VF ST
3Cg2 115 VA L 25 39 6 FI F
3Cg8
2Cg1 106 A SL 12 69 9 FR F F F VF ST
Thin sand layer at 
top
3Cg4 130 C L 25 39 4 FR F VF ST
3Cg5 145 C CL 28 36 22 FR/FI F VF ST
3Cg6 156 C CL 28 36 3 FR F VF ST
3177
3178
3179
3180
3181
3182
3183
3184
3185
 
1
3
9
 
  
 
Class % Clay % Sand % CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/1 2 F-VF SBK
2 F-VF GR
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1 1 M PR
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK
3 M-F GR
10YR 3/1 2 M-F PR Organoargillans 50%
ID #
3186
3187
3188
3189
Pores
Eff.
VEGETATION: Pasture
SLOPE POSITION: Lower Backslope/Footslope
COUNTY: Hamilton, IA
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0442503 m E; 4678402 m N
DATE SAMPLED:        12/2/12                           DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
CORE LENGTH:                 71 cm                         CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
PROFILE:                                       Walker 3          
Redox Features
A1 10 C CL 28 35
3190
3 FR M VF M VF
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
CL 29 36 2 FR M
ABt 71
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Terril
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Typic 
Endoaquoll
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Canisteo
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-71 cm)
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (54-71 cm)
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots
VF M VF
A3 32 C CL 30 35 2 FR M VF C VF
A2 25 C
CL 33 34 5 FR C VF
A4 54 C CL 34 28 1 FR M
pH
5.70
5.50
5.54
5.57
5.88
coarse frags in 5th horizon (54-71 cm) were concentrated at bottom of the horizon => stone line
VF M VF
 
1
4
0
 
  
 
Class % Clay % Sand % CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF GR
2 F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK Organoargillans 15%
10YR 3/3 2 F-VF SBK Organoargillans 25%
10YR 3/1
10YR 5/4 2 F PR Argillans 25%
2 M-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/4 2 F PR Argillans 25% Fe depl 1%
2 M-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/4 1 M-F SBK Argillans 25% Fe conc 2%
Mn conc 2%
6.60
7.49
7.83
7.96
pH
6.22
6.00
VF M VF ST
Bt3 71 L 24 38 4 FR F VF C VF ST
Bt2 68 C L 23 34 5 FR C
VF M VF
Bt1 45 VA L 26 35 8 FR M VF M VF SL
ABt2 36 VA CL 34 32 4 FR M
ABt1 25 A CL 31 37 2 FR M VF M VF
A 14 A CL 30 35 2 FR M
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Clarion
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-36 cm)
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (36-71 cm)
VF M VF 3191
3192
3193
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0442498 m E; 4678434 m N
DATE SAMPLED:        12/2/12                           DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
CORE LENGTH:                    71 cm                      CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
3194
3195
3196
ID #
VEGETATION: Pasture
SLOPE POSITION: Shoulder
COUNTY: Hamilton, IA
PROFILE:                      Walker 2                           
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Clarion
 
1
4
1
 
  
 
Class % Clay % Sand % CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 2 M-F GR
10YR 2/1 3 M ABK
2 F-VF SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M PR
2 M-VF GR
10YR 2/1 2 M SBK Organoargillans 25%
2 M-VF GR
10YR 3/1 2 M-VF SBK Organoargillans 25%
10YR 3/1 2 M-VF SBK Organoargillans 50% Fe conc 2% F
10YR 4/1
2.5Y 4/2 3 F PR Argillans 75% Fe conc 2% F
2.5Y 5/2 2 M-F SBK
2.5Y 5/2 3 M PR Argillans 75% Fe conc 5% F
2 M-F SBK
2.5Y 5/2 2 M PR Argillans 25% Fe conc 10YR 4/4 15% M
1 M SBK
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 5/4 50%
Mn conc 2% F
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 5/4 60%
Mn conc 2% F
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 5/4 75%
Mn conc 2% F
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 5/4 80%
Mn conc 2% F
pH
4.96
4.64
5.00
5.38
5.65
5.97
6.24
6.79
7.77
7.71
7.88
8.22
8.38
VF F
31 26 <1 FR/FI M VF M
43 21 2 FI C VF C
37
VF M
26
Cg4 180 L 26
L 26 37 4 FR F
3 FI F
23 <1 FR M
C CL 34 29 1 FR C
Cg2 137 C L
35 4 FR F VF
VF F VF ST
F VF ST
ST
Cg3 149 C
VF
25
Texture
A2
VF M VF
ABt2 66
24 C CL
A3 38 C CL 34 23 <1 FR M VF M VF
ABt1 57 C CL 35 VF
VF
VF
Btg1 87 C CL 35 30 2 FR C VF C VF
VF M VF
Btg2 107 C C
BAt 74 A CL 36 29 5 FR C
SL
Cg1 128 C CL 27 34 5 FI C SL
Btg3 122 C CL 29 33 13 FI C
VF F VF
VF C VF
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color Eff.
A1 9 A CL 30 <1
Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots
FR M VF M VF
Pores
3208
3209
VEGETATION: Pasture
SLOPE POSITION: Summit
COUNTY: Hamilton, IA
GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0442495 m E; 4678463 m N
SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
CORE LENGTH:              180 cm                         CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
PROFILE:                                                 Walker 1
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine, mixed, superactive, mesic Mollic Hapludalf
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Lester taxadjunct
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Clarion
EPIPEDON: Umbric (0-74 cm)
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (66-107 cm)
DATE SAMPLED:        12/2/12                           DATE DESCRIBED:       4/10/14                                     
ID #
3197
3198
3199
3200
3201
3202
3203
3204
3205
3206
Redox Features
3207
 
1
4
2
 
  
 
Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK
2 M-F GR
10YR 2/1 2 M PR
2 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M PR Pressure faces 20%
2 M-F SBK Snail shells F
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Snail shells F
2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Snail shells C
2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Pressure faces 15% Fe conc 2%
10YR 8/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells C
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Pressure faces 25% Fe conc 5%
10YR 8/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells M
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Pressure faces 35% Fe conc 15%
10YR 8/1 2 M-F SBK Snail shells M
10YR 6/2 1 M PR Pressure faces 35% Fe conc 10YR 5/4 15%
10YR 8/1
10YR 6/2 1 M PR Pressure faces 15% Fe conc 10YR 5/4 10%
2.5Y 4/1 Fe-Mn 2%
10YR 8/1 Mn conc 1%
2.5Y 4/1 0 MA Pressure faces 15% Fe conc 10YR 5/4 10%
10YR 8/1
2.5Y 4/1 0 MA
10YR 8/1
10YR 5/4 0 SGR
10YR 5/4 0 MA
2.5Y 5/2 0 MA
7.84
7.99
8.07
8.26
8.53
8.36
7.94
8.30
8.25
PROFILE:                             Steinwand 6                    VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Cumulic Endoaquoll SLOPE POSITION: Toeslope 2
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Calco COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Typic Endoaquoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0436713 m E; 4658985 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Canisteo DATE SAMPLED:           11/29/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-121 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (43-152 cm) CORE LENGTH:               193 cm                         CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
Apk 20 C SICL 38 7 <1 FR C VF C VF SL 3210
Ak1 33 C SICL 36 9 <1 FR C VF C VF SL 3211
7.00
7.64
Ak2 43 A SICL 34 10 <1 FR/FI C VF C VF SL 3212
Bk1 63 C SICL 36 11 <1 FR C VF C VF ST 3213
7.74
8.06
SL 3217
Bk2 76 C SICL 34 9 <1 FR C VF C VF ST 3214
Bk3 94 C SICL 30 14 <1 FR C VF C VF SL 3215
7.85
7.89
C VF SL 3219
Bk4 110 A SICL 28 18 1 FR C VF VSL 3216
Bk5 121 A SICL 27 15 1 FR C VF
7 82 8 FR F VF SL 3221
BCg1 133 C SIL 25 15 <1 FR C VF SL 3218
BCg2 152 A SIL 23 17 2 FR
C2 176 C FSL 12 54 9 FR F VF SL 3223
Cg1 159 A SL 14 61 8 FR F VF SL 3220
Cg2 164 A LS
Cg1' 193 VFSL 6 68 <1 FR F VF SL 3224
Pressure 
faces
20%
Pressure 
faces
75%
C1 172 A COS 5 89 6 LO M VF SL 3222
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 2 M-VF SBK
2 M-F GR
10YR 2/1 2 F PR
2 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 1 F PR
2 M SBK
10YR 2/1 2 F PR
2 M SBK
10YR 2/1 2 F PR Snail shells M
10YR 3/1 2 M SBK
10YR 3/1 1 F PR
2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1 1 F PR Cutans Fe conc 10YR 5/4 5%
2 M-F SBK Snail shells C
10YR 3/1 1 F PR Snail shells F Fe conc 10YR 5/4 15%
2 M-F SBK Fe depl 10YR 5/1 15%
2.5Y 4/1 1 M PR Snail shells F Fe conc 2.5Y 5/4 15%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 35%
2.5Y 4/1 1 M SBK Fe conc 2.5Y 5/4 10%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 35%
2.5Y 4/1 0 MA Fe conc 2.5Y 5/4 15%
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 50%
2.5Y 4/1 0 MA Fe conc 2.5Y 5/4 15%
Fe depl 2.5Y 5/1 5%
2.5Y 6/2 0 MA Krotovina Fe conc 2.5Y 5/4 5%
10YR 3/1
2.5Y 6/2 0 SGR
PROFILE:                                                 Steinwand 5 VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Endoaquoll SLOPE POSITION: Toeslope 1
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Colo COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Typic 
Endoaquoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0436729 m E; 4659008 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Canisteo DATE SAMPLED:           11/29/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-116 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (116-131 cm) CORE LENGTH:                    179 cm                    CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
Ap 17 C SIC 41 5 FR C VF M VF 3225
A1 45 A SICL 36 6 FR/FI C VF C VF 3226
5.85
7.28
A2 68 A SICL 30 14 <1 FR M VF M VF 3227
A3 76 C SICL 29 13 <1 FR C VF C VF 3228
7.45
7.68
A4 83 C SICL 29 15 <1 FR F VF C VF 3229
Bw1 92 C SIL 26 19 <1 FR F VF C VF 3230
7.73
7.24
Bw2 110 C SIL 26 22 <1 FR F VF C VF 3231
Bw3 116 C SICL 31 17 <1 FR/FI
F    
F
F    
VF
C VF 3232
7.40
7.29
BCg1 124 C L 23 32 <1 FR/FI F VF C VF SL 3233
BCg2 131 C SL 15 54 1 FR F VF C VF SL 3234
7.44
7.61
Cg1 142 A L 20 36 1 FR/FI F VF SL 3235
Cg2 150 A L 20 38 1 FR/FI F VF SL 3236
7.61
7.60
Cg3 159 A L 14 50 1 VFR F VF ST 3237
Cg4 179 COS 3 90 7 LO M VF ST 3238
7.68
8.45
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 1 M PR
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK Cutans
10YR 2/1 2 M-F SBK Cutans
10YR 3/1 2 M PR Cutans
2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/1 1 M PR
2.5Y 6/2 0 MA Fe conc 2.5Y 5/4 2%
Fe depl 2%
2.5Y 5/1 0 SGR Fe conc 15%
2.5Y 6/2 0 SGR
core was 10 inches shorter than the hole so bd could be off. Half moon shape carved in bottom of core f/pulling
pH
5.70
6.06
6.46
6.74
7.03
7.43
7.58
7.98
PROFILE:                                         Steinwand 4        VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: Footslope
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Terril COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Typic 
Endoaquoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0436744 m E; 4659030 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Canisteo DATE SAMPLED:           11/29/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-106 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (106-129) CORE LENGTH:                  168 cm                      CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap 17 C SICL 33 16 <1 FR/FI C VF F VF 3239
A1 31 C SICL 32 19 1 FR C VF C VF 3240
A2 38 C CL 29 26 1 FR C VF C VF 3241
A3 70 A CL 30 25 1 FR M VF M VF 3242
AB 106 C CL 31 21 1 FR C VF C VF 3243
BCg 129 A CL 28 29 2 FR/FI F VF 3244
Cg1 138 A L 24 34 2 FR/FI F VF 3245
Cg2 152 C COSL 10 74 11 LO M VF SL 3246
Cg3 168 COS 6 89 7 LO M VF SL 3247
0-17 cm very compacted
8.24
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 1 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/3 1 F PR
2 M-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/3 1 M PR Fe conc 2%
2.5Y 6/3 0 MA Fe conc 2.5Y 6/6 3%
PROFILE:                                       Steinwand 3          VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: Lower Backslope
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Terril taxadjunct COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0436760 m E; 4659053 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Clarion DATE SAMPLED:           11/29/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-62 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (62-71 cm) CORE LENGTH:                      81 cm                    CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap1 12 C FSL 16 54 1 VFR C VF C VF 3248
Ap2 30 C L 19 44 1 FR C VF C VF 3249
A1 45 C L 19 46 2 FR C VF C VF 3250
A2 62 A L 19 47 2 FR C VF C VF 3251
BC 71 C L 17 50 3 FR C VF F VF VST 3252
C 81 FSL 15 54 3 FR F VF F VF VST 3253
pH
5.56
5.01
5.78
6.91
7.81
8.06
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 4/3 1 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/6 2 M PR
2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/6 2 M-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/6 1 M SBK
2.5Y 8/2 15%
2.5Y 5/6 0 MA
2.5Y 8/2 15%
pH
Ap1 10 C FSL 15 64 FR C VF C VF 3254
Ap2 17 C FSL 17 58 FR C VF C VF 3255
6.53
5.44
PROFILE:                                                 Steinwand 2 VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Eutrudept SLOPE POSITION: Shoulder
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES:  Storden taxadjunct COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0436776 m E; 4659076 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Clarion DATE SAMPLED:           11/29/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-17 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (17-78 cm) CORE LENGTH:              109 cm                          CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings/other Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Bw1 34 C SCL 20 53 FR C VF C VF 3256
Bw2 55 A L 19 52 FR C VF C VF 3257
5.29
6.60
L 16 51 FR C VF C VF VST 3258
C 109 L 16 50 FR F VF F VF VST 3259
8.22
8.15
Carbonate streaks
BC 78 C
Carbonate streaks
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/3 1 F-VF SBK
10YR 3/3 2 F-VF SBK
10YR 3/3 2 M PR
2 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/4 2 F-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/6 2 M-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/6 1 M PR Carbonate streaks
1 M-VF SBK 2.5Y 8/3
2.5Y 5/6 1 M PR Carbonate streaks
2.5Y 8/3
2.5Y 5/6 0 MA
2.5Y 5/6 0 MA
C1 118 C L 16 50 5 FR F VF C VF VST 3268
C2 132 L 15 52 11 FR F VF C VF VST 3269
8.31
8.28
BC1 84 C L 15 49 4 FR C VF C VF VST 3266
BC2 106 A L 16 52 5 FR F VF C VF VST 3267
8.28
8.24
Bw2 60 C SL 8 69 3 VFR C VF C VF VST 3264
Bw3 70 C FSL 10 57 1 FR C VF C VF VST 3265
8.11
8.19
A2 38 C LS 8 80 3 VFR C VF C VF 3262
Bw1 50 C SL 8 75 4 VFR C VF C VF VST 3263
6.98
7.93
Ap 16 C SL 10 76 6 VFR C VF C VF 3260
A1 27 C SL 8 77 3 VFR C VF C VF 3261
7.58
6.92
PROFILE:                                          Steinwand 1       VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: Summit
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Clarion COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0436788 m E; 4659096 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Clarion DATE SAMPLED:           11/29/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:                                            
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-38 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (38-106 cm) CORE LENGTH:                         132 cm               CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings/other Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
1
4
8
 
  
 
APPENDIX B: 
LABORATORY DATA FOR CATENA SOILS 
 
L. Depth = lower depth for the horizon 
pH (1:1) = 1 part water to 1 part soil 
pH (2:1) = 2 parts 0.1M KCl to 1 part soil 
Bulk D.= Bulk Density 
Part. D. = Particle Density 
% Poros. = % porosity calculated using the equation  
% Clay and sand = % of < 2 mm size fraction 
% Co. frags = % coarse fragments ( > 2 mm in size) 
GM = Geometric mean (µm) for < 2 mm size fraction 
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APPENDIX C: 
SOIL DESCRIPTIONS FOR INDIVIDUAL PEDONS 
Soil Description Abbreviations 
Abbreviations within soil description sheets are consistent with those found in the “Field book for describing and sampling 
soils” (Schoeneberger et al., 2002) except for the following: 
 
Bdry = boundary 
%CF = % coarse fragments 
Consist. = consistence 
Amt = amount 
Eff. = effervescence  
VF = very few (amt) 
VF = very fine (size) 
VSL = very slightly (eff.) 
VST =  very strongly/violently (eff.) 
Fe conc. = iron concentrations 
Fe depl. = iron depletions 
Mn conc. = manganese concentrations 
For amount (amt) of redox features, abbreviations found under the ‘ped and void surface features’ in the field book (Schoeneberger et 
al., 2002) were used instead of the ones in the ‘redoximorphic features’ section. 
References 
Schoeneberger, P.J., Wysocki, D.A., Benham, E.C., and Broderson, W.D., 2002. Field book for describing and sampling soils, 
Version 2.0. Natural Resources Conservation Service, National Soil Survey Center, Lincoln, NE. 
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF GR
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
7.5YR 5/6 2 M-F SBK Organoargillans Fe conc 5YR 4/6 F
10YR 3/2 7.5YR 4/3 M Mn conc
7.5YR 5/6 2 M-F SBK Argillans M Fe conc 5YR 4/6 F
7.5YR 3/2 7.5YR 4/3 Mn conc
7.5YR 5/6 2 VC-CO SBK Argillans M Fe conc 5YR 4/4 VF
7.5YR 5/3 7.5YR 4/3 Fe depl 7.5YR 6/2 F
Mn conc
7.5YR 5/6 1 VC-CO SBK Argillans M Fe conc 5YR 4/4 VF
7.5YR 4/3 Fe depl 7.5YR 6/2 F
Mn conc
7.5YR 5/6 1 VC-CO SBK Argillans M Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 VF
7.5YR 4/3 Fe depl 7.5YR 6/2 F
Mn conc
pH
5.71
5.62
5.50
4.72
4.49
4.56
5.27
PROFILE:                                                 P1 (Keswick) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine, smectitic, mesic Oxyaquic Vertic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Ottumwa, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine, smectitic, mesic Aquertic Chromic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0536023 m E, 4532415 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Keswick DATE SAMPLED:               2012                         DATE DESCRIBED:        2/7/12                                    
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
FR M VF M VF
VF C
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-13 cm) SAMPLED BY: Matthew Streeter                      DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (20-93 cm) CORE LENGTH:             93 cm                             CORE DIAMETER: 3"
ID #
F-VF
2ABt 20 A CL 35 33 8 FR C VF C F
Ap1 7 A SICL 30 18
Ap2 13 A CL 30 21 <1 FR C
<1
2 FI VF
VF C F
2Bt2 66 C CL 36 34 10 FI C VF C F
2Bt1 46 C CL 39 33 1 FR C
VF C F
2Bt4 93 CL 39 31 1 FR VF VF C F
2Bt3 82 A CL 33 36
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/1 2 F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 F SBK Organoargillans
10YR 4/2 C
10YR 3/2 2 F SBK Organoargillans
10YR 4/2 M
10YR 3/3 2 F SBK Organoargillans
10YR 4/3 M
10YR 4/3 3 F-VF SBK Organoargillans Mn conc. VF F
10YR 4/2 VM
10YR 4/3 3 F-VF SBK Argillans VM Fe conc. 10YR 4/4 C F
Mn conc. VF F
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK Argillans M Fe conc. 10YR 4/4 C F
Krotovina Fe depl. 10YR 5/3 C F
10YR 3/2 Mn conc. VF F
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans C Fe conc. 10YR 4/4 C M
Krotovina Fe depl. 10YR 5/3 C M
10YR 3/2 Mn conc. VF F
pH
6.00
6.11
5.97
5.35
4.78
4.67
4.60
4.55
PROFILE:                                                 P2 (Downs 1) VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION:  Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Argiudoll SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Tama COUNTY: Jasper, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Mollic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0487168 m E; 4605580 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Downs DATE SAMPLED:                 2012                       DATE DESCRIBED:       5/11/12                             
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-37 cm) SAMPLED BY: Matthew Streeter                      DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (37-115 cm) CORE LENGTH:            115 cm                            CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
VF M F 83
ABt 30 A SIL 21 4 FR F VF M F 84
A 24 A SIL 22 4 FR C
VF M F 85
Bt2 51 C SICL 29 3 FR F VF M F 86
Bt1 37 C SIL 24 4 FR F
VF M VF 87
Bt4 78 C SICL 36 3 FI F VF M VF 88
Bt3 67 C SICL 35 3 FI F
VF M VF 89
Bt6 115 SICL 33 3 FI F VF C F 90
Bt5 92 G SICL 34 3 FI F
 
1
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 4/2 2 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/2 0 MA
10YR 4/2 0 MA
10YR 3/2
10YR 3/2 0 MA
10YR 4/2
10YR 3/2 0 MA
10YR 4/2
pH
5.25
5.39
5.39
5.32
4.58
C2 55 A SIL 22 11 FR/FI F VF F VF 189
C3 80 A SIL 21 22 FI F VF F VF 190
VF M F 187C SIL
C1 40 A SIL 23 6 FR/FI C VF C VF 188
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Ottumwa, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, nonacid, mesic Mollic Udifluvent GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0536061 m E, 4532034 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Nodaway DATE SAMPLED:              2012                          DATE DESCRIBED:      6/8/12                                      
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-15 cm) SAMPLED BY: Matthew Streeter                      DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: CORE LENGTH:              105 cm                          CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
A 15
PROFILE:                                                P3 (Nodaway) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, nonacid, mesic Typic Udifluvent SLOPE POSITION: 
20 11 FR/FI M
C4 105 SIL 20 24 FR/FI F VF F VF 191
 
1
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 3 M GR
2 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/2 2 M GR Organoargillans Mn conc F F
2 F-VF SBK M
2.5Y 4/3 2 F-VF SBK Argillans M Fe conc F F
2.5Y 4/2 Fe depl 2.5Y 5/2 F F
Mn conc F F
2.5Y 4/3 2 CO SBK Argillans M Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F F
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 F M
2.5Y 4/2 Mn conc F F
2.5Y 4/3 2 CO SBK Argillans M Fe conc 10YR 4/4 C M
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C M
Mn conc F F
10YR 4/4 2 CO-M SBK Argillans M Fe conc 5YR 4/4 C M
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C M
Mn conc F F
10YR 4/4 2 CO-M SBK Argillans M Fe conc 5YR 4/4 C M
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C M
Mn conc F F
10YR 5/6 2 CO-M SBK Argillans C Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F M
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C M
Mn conc F F
10YR 5/6 2 CO-M SBK Argillans C Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F M
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C M
Mn conc F M
10YR 4/6 2 CO-M SBK Argillans C Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F M
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C M
Mn conc F M
5.90
5.91
5.90
5.96
5.68
5.86
5.37
5.63
5.13
5.15
pH
Bt2 67 C SICL 34 3 FR/FI F VF M F 258
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Union, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine, smectitic, mesic Typic Argiudoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0393706 m E, 4528465 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Sharpsburg DATE SAMPLED:                8/1/11                     DATE DESCRIBED:       6/18/12                                     
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-26 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (79-204 cm) CORE LENGTH:               204 cm                         CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
A 26 C SICL 35 4 FR M VF M F 256
Bt1 39 C SICL 37 3 FR/FI
PROFILE:                                               P4 (Sharpsburg) VEGETATION: Pasture
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine, smectitic, mesic Aquic Argiudoll SLOPE POSITION: 
C VF M F 257
VF C F 259
2Bt4 101 C CL 32 30 <1 FI F VF C F 260
2Bt3 79 A SIL 25 23 FR/FI F
VF C F 261
2Bt6 136 C C 43 34 4 FI F VF C F 262
2Bt5 127 C C 43 33 3 FI F
VF C F 263
2Bt8 187 C CL 36 35 1 FI F VF C F 264
2Bt7 171 C C 40 34 2 FI F
VF C F 2652Bt9 204 CL 36 36 3 FI F
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/1 2 M-F GR
2 VF SBK
10YR 4/2 2 F-VF SBK Organoargillans
10YR 3/2 C
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK Organoargillans
10YR 4/2 C
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans M
10YR 5/3
10YR 4/3 1 M-F SBK Argillans C
10YR 5/3
10YR 4/3 1 M-F SBK Argillans F Fe conc F F
Fe depl F F
CaCO3 nodules Mn conc F F
10YR 4/3 1 M-F SBK CaCO3 nodules Fe conc F F
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 F F
Mn conc F F
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA CaCO3 nodules Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F F
2.5Y 4/3 Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F F
Mn conc F F
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA CaCO3 nodules Fe conc 10YR 4/4 C F
2.5Y 4/3 Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C F
Mn conc F F
7.91
7.84
7.71
7.65
pH
5.38
5.63
5.73
6.12
BC 136 A SIL 25 5 <1 FR C VF ST 333
Bt4 123 A SIL 23 7 <1 FR F VF C VF ST 332
Bt2 88 C SICL 29 3 FR C VF C VF 330
Bt3 104 VA SICL 27 5 FR C VF C VF 3316.94
ABt 42 C SICL 36 2 FR M VF M VF 328
Bt1 54 C SICL 34 2 FR C VF M VF 329
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
A 32 C SICL 34 3 FR M VF M VF 327
PROFILE:                                P5 (Galva)                VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Galva COUNTY: Sioux, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0731594 m E, 4770356 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Galva DATE SAMPLED:             6/28/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:         7/26/12                                   
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-32 cm) SAMPLED BY: Matthew Streeter                      DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (32-136 cm) CORE LENGTH:                176 cm                        CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
F VF ST 334
C2 176 SIL 23 8 1 FR F VF ST 335
C1 160 C SIL 22 8 <1 FR
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 4/2 2 M-F GR
2 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK Argillans M
10YR 4/4 2 VF SBK Argillans M
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK Argillans M
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans M Fe depl VF F
10YR 5/4 Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/3 1 CO-M SBK Argillans M Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 VF F
10YR 5/4 Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F M-F
Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA CaCO3 nodules Fe depl VF M-F
Mn conc VF F
7.69
5.65
6.16
5.99
5.75
5.64
5.63
Ap 19 A SIL 20 7 FR M VF M VF 398
PROFILE:                                              P6   (Fayette 1) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Oxyaquic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Fayette COUNTY: Allamakee, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0626822 m E, 4792719 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Fayette DATE SAMPLED:           6/27/12                        DATE DESCRIBED:          7/27/12                                  
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-19 cm) SAMPLED BY: Matthew Streeter                      DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (19-129 cm) CORE LENGTH:               166 cm                         CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
VF M VF 399
Bt2 42 A SICL 29 4 FR C VF M VF 400
Bt1 34 A SICL 29 5 FR C
VF M VF 401
Bt4 92 C SIL 26 4 FR F VF C VF 402
Bt3 62 C SICL 28 4 FR F
VF C VF 403
C 166 SIL 14 6 2 FR F VF ST 404
BCt 129 A SIL 24 4 FR VF
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans C
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans C Fe depl 10YR 5/2 VF F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/4 2 F-VF SBK Argillans F Fe depl VF F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/6 1 M SBK Argillans F Fe depl VF F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/6 1 M SBK Argillans VF Fe conc VF F
Fe depl F F
Mn conc F F
10YR 5/6 1 M SBK Fe conc VF F
Fe depl F F
Mn conc F F
2.5Y 5/6 0 MA Fe conc VF F
Fe depl F F
Mn conc VF F
6.56
6.95
7.94
pH
6.08
5.33
5.40
5.94
6.09
Ap 16 A L 23 36 3 FR C F C VF 405
Bt1 27 C CL 29 26 <1 FI F F C VF 406
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquollic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Iowa, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Argiudoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0579251 m E, 4620077 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Shelby DATE SAMPLED:                 6/26/12                  DATE DESCRIBED:       7/31/12                                     
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-16 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (16-51 cm) CORE LENGTH:             173 cm                           CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
PROFILE:                                              P7  (Shelby) VEGETATION: Row crops
SCL 24 52 3 FI
F C VF 407
Bt3 61 A SCL 23 52 10 FR F F M VF 408
Bt2 51 A CL 30 24 1 FR F
412
BC 119 A SCL 22 53 5 FI
F VF 409
Bt5 100 A SCL 23 52 1 FI F VF 410
Bt4 84 C
F VF 411
C 173 SCL 21 52 2 FI F VF ST
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-F GR
10YR 3/2 2 M-F GR
2 F-VF SBK
10YR 3/1 2 F-VF GR
10YR 3/2 2 F-VF GR
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF GR Argillans F
10YR 3/2 2 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK Argillans M
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans M Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 F F
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 F F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans C Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F F
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 F F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/3 1 M-F SBK Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F F
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 F F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/3 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F F
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C M
Mn conc VF F
5.27
5.42
5.58
5.71
5.18
pH
5.95
5.89M VF 475
A2 60 C SICL 27 1 VFR C VF M VF 4765.81
A1 31 A SIL 26 2 FR C VF
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Shelby, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0301539 m E, 4616463 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Marshall DATE SAMPLED:         6/29/12                          DATE DESCRIBED:                8/14/12                            
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-84 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (84-147 cm) CORE LENGTH:              195 cm                          CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
PROFILE:                                                 P8 (Marshall) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Pachic Argiudoll SLOPE POSITION: 
Ap 16 A SIL 24 2 FR M VF M VF 474
SICL 32 2 FR
VF M VF 477
ABt 95 A SICL 29 2 FR F VF M VF 478
A3 84 A SICL 30 2 VFR C 5.47
5.26
482
Bt3 147 A SICL 28 5 FR/FI
M VF 479
Bt2 136 A SICL 31 4 FR/FI C VF 480
Bt1 108 C
F VF 483C 195 SICL 29 5 FR/FI
C VF 481
BC 168 C SICL 27 5 FR/FI C VF
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/3 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 4/6
10YR 4/6 1 F PR Argillans F
2 M SBK
10YR 5/6 2 M-F SBK Argillans C Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/6 2 M-F SBK Argillans C Fe conc VF F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/6 2 M SBK Argillans F Fe conc VF F
Mn conc F F
10YR 5/6 2 M SBK Argillans F Fe conc VF F
Mn conc F F
10YR 5/6 1 CO-M SBK Argillans F Fe conc VF F
Fe depl VF F
Mn conc F M-F
10YR 5/6 0 MA Fe conc F M 
Fe depl F M-F
Mn conc VF F
pH
5.35
5.08
5.10
5.26
5.38
5.51
6.29
7.82C 174 SCL 20 53 FI F VF SL 624
Bt5 120 C SCL 20 55 FI C VF 622
Bt6 152 A SCL 20 55 FI C VF 623
Bt3 80 C SCL 22 53 FI M VF 620
Bt4 99 C SCL 22 54 FI C VF 621
Bt1 26 A SCL 26 48 FI F VF M VF 618
Bt2 47 C SCL 26 51 FI F VF M VF 619
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (15-152 cm) CORE LENGTH:           174 cm                             CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap 15 A CL 30 26 FR/FI C VF M VF 617.1
PROFILE:                                              P9  (Gara) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Ruptic-Alfic Dystrudept SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY:  Iowa, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Mollic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0579043 m E, 4619690 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Gara DATE SAMPLED:             6/26/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:               9/10/12                             
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-15 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
 
1
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1
 
  
 
Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans C
Silt coatings
10YR 4/2 2 M-VF SBK Argillans M
Silt coatings
10YR 3/2 1 F-VF SBK Silt coatings
10YR 3/1 2 F-VF SBK
2 M-F GR
10YR 2/1 2 M SBK
3 M GR
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK
2 M GR
10YR 3/1 1 F PR Organoargillans
2 F SBK M
10YR 4/2 2 M PR Argillans C Fe conc VF F
10YR 4/3 Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/2 1 F PR Argillans F Fe conc VF F
10YR 4/3 1 M SBK Mn conc VF F
pH
6.51
5.90
5.38
5.34
Btb1 156 C SICL 31 4 FI C VF 691
Btb2 171 SICL 31 4 FI C VF 692
6.11
6.56
Ab4 118 C SICL 32 2 FR F VF M VF 689
ABtb 134 C SICL 33 3 FI F VF C VF 690
5.75
5.89
Ab2 70 C SICL 27 2 FR F VF M VF 687
Ab3 108 C SICL 31 2 FR F VF M VF 688
5.30
5.50
Bt 40 A SICL 27 3 FR/FI C VF M VF 685
Ab1 60 A SICL 29 2 FR F VF M VF 686
Ap 10 A SICL 27 3 FR C VF C VF 683
ABtp 25 C SICL 28 2 FR/FI C VF C VF 684
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-10 cm) SAMPLED BY: Matthew Streeter                      DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (118-134 cm) CORE LENGTH:            171 cm                            CORE DIAMETER: 3.5" sleeve
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
PROFILE:                                            P10 (Tama 1)   VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Inceptic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Louisa, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Argiudoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0643017 m E, 4573585 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Tama DATE SAMPLED:         6/22/12                          DATE DESCRIBED:        9/13/12                                    
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 F-VF GR
1 F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/2 2 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/3 2 F-VF SBK Argillans F
10YR 4/3 2 M-VF SBK Argillans C
10YR 4/3 1 F PR Argillans F
2 M-VF SBK
10YR 4/3 1 M PR Argillans F
2 M-F SBK
10YR 5/3 1 M-F SBK Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 C CO
Fe depl 10YR 5/2 C CO
10YR 5/4 1 M SBK Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 M CO
10YR 4/3 Fe depl 10YR 5/2 F CO
10YR 5/4 1 CO-M SBK Fe conc 7.5YR 5/6 M CO
10YR 4/3 Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F CO
Mn conc VF F
5.58
5.45
5.44
5.55
6.40
5.86
6.11
6.21
6.35
BC3 195 SIL 25 3 FR C VF 759
BC1 168 A SICL 27 2 FR C VF 757
BC2 179 C SIL 24 2 FR C VF 758
Bt3 123 C SIL 26 3 FR F VF M VF 755
Bt4 157 C SIL 25 3 FR F VF M VF 756
Bt1 68 C SICL 29 3 FR F VF M VF 753
Bt2 91 C SICL 28 3 FR F VF M VF 754
PROFILE:                                      P11  (Monona 2)       VEGETATION: Small grains
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Monona COUNTY: Shelby, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0301024 m E, 4616496 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Monona DATE SAMPLED:           6/29/12                        DATE DESCRIBED:        10/1/12                                    
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-38 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (38-195 cm) CORE LENGTH:            195 cm                            CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap 10 A SICL 29 2 FR M VF M VF 750
pH
5.77
A 38 A SICL 29 2 FR C VF M VF 751
BA 52 C SICL 29 3 FR F VF M VF 752
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/3
10YR 4/3 1 F-VF SBK
10YR 3/2
10YR 4/4 1 F-VF SBK
10YR 4/2
10YR 5/4 1 M-VF SBK Fe depl 10YR 6/2 VF F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F M
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C CO
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 VF F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F CO
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F M
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C CO
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 VF F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 VF F
Mn conc VF F
8.12
8.18
pH
4.97
5.03
5.13
5.35
5.85
8.01
8.11
7.82
8.05
C4 164 A SIL 14 34 FR F VF ST 834
C5 185 SIL 12 36 FR F VF ST 835
C2 133 A SIL 14 21 FR F VF ST 832
C3 152 A SIL 10 33 FR F VF ST 833
BC 97 C SIL 18 13 1 FR F VF M VF ST 830
C1 114 C SIL 15 16 <1 FR F VF F VF ST 831
BA 57 C L 21 40 <1 VFR C VF M VF 828
Bw 72 C L 21 36 <1 FR C VF M VF 829
Ap2 30 C L 23 38 1 FR C VF M VF 826
AB 46 A L 22 40 <1 FR C VF M VF 827
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
PROFILE:                                     P12 (Clarion 1)         VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Clarion COUNTY: Boone, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0438628 m E, 4651777 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Clarion DATE SAMPLED:                    6/18/12               DATE DESCRIBED:      10/11/12                                      
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-46 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (46-97 cm) CORE LENGTH:            185 cm                            CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap1 17 A L 21 42 FR M VF M VF 825
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 F-VF SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M SBK
10YR 3/3 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/3 2 M-VF SBK Argillans M
10YR 4/3
10YR 4/3 2 M-VF SBK Argillans M
10YR 4/2
10YR 4/3 2 M-VF SBK Argillans M Fe conc VF F
Fe depl VF F
10YR 5/4 Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 2 M-F SBK Argillans M Fe conc 10YR 4/4 VF F
Fe depl VF F
Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 2 M PR Argillans C Fe conc 10YR 4/4 F M-F
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 F M-F
Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 2 CO PR Argillans F Fe conc 10YR 4/4 C M-F
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 C M-F
Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 1 CO PR Fe conc 10YR 4/4 C M-F
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 C M-F
Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 10YR 4/4 C M-F
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/2 C M-F
Mn conc VF F
5.96
5.98
6.36
6.10
6.28
6.33
pH
6.80
6.57
6.32
6.30
6.26
BC 159 C SIL 25 4 FR/FI C VF 974
C 169 SIL 23 4 FR/FI F VF 975
Bt4 125 C SICL 29 2 FI F VF C VF 972
Bt5 146 A SICL 28 3 FI F VF 973
Bt2 72 C SICL 31 2 FR/FI F VF M VF 970
Bt3 87 A SICL 32 2 FR/FI F VF C VF 971
ABt 45 C SICL 29 2 FR F VF M VF 968
Bt1 58 C SICL 30 3 FR F VF M VF 969
Ap2 22 C SICL 27 2 FR F VF C VF 966
A 33 C SICL 29 1 FR F VF M VF 967
PROFILE:                                                P13 (Tama 2) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Argiudoll SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Iowa, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Argiudoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0578771 m E, 4619801 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Tama DATE SAMPLED:          6/26/12                         DATE DESCRIBED:       1/9/13                                     
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-45 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (33-125 cm) CORE LENGTH:                169 cm                        CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap1 9 A SIL 24 4 VFR F VF M VF 965
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF SBK
2.5Y 5/4 2 M-VF SBK Argillans F
10YR 3/2 2 M-VF SBK Argillans C
10YR 4/3
2.5Y 4/4 2 M-VF SBK Argillans F Fe conc VF F
Fe depl VF F
2.5Y 4/4 1 F PR Argillans VF Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 C CO
Fe depl 2.5Y 6/1 F M
2 M-F SBK Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 6/2 1 F PR Fe conc 7.5YR 4/6 F CO
1 M-F SBK Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 6/2 1 F PR Fe conc 10YR 5/6 C CO
1 M SBK
2.5Y 5/3 1 M-F PR Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 F CO
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA Fe conc F F
Mn conc VF F
7.41
6.65
7.43
7.63
6.22
pH
PROFILE:                                               P14 (Fayette 2) VEGETATION: Pasture
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Argiudoll SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Marshall, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0483181 m E, 4639700 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Fayette DATE SAMPLED:                11/30/12                 DATE DESCRIBED:         7/1/13                                   
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-33 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (33-78 cm) CORE LENGTH:                169 cm                        CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap 23 C SIL 23 2 FR M VF M VF 976
 A 33 A SIL 26 2 FR M VF M VF 977
5.25
5.46
Bt1 42 A SICL 29 2 FR M VF M VF 978
Bt2 50 A SICL 27 2 FR M VF M VF 979
5.57
5.60
Bt3 65 C SICL 30 2 FR C VF M VF 980
Bt4 78 C SICL 29 2 FR/FI F VF M VF 981
5.86
Bg1 95 C SIL 26 1 FR/FI F VF C VF 982
Bg2 114 C SIL 24 1 FR C VF 983
Bw 140 C SIL 23 6 FR C VF SL 984
C 169 SIL 24 1 FR F VF SL 985
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 4/3 1 CO-M SBK
10YR 4/4 2 M-VF SBK Argillans C Fe conc VF F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/4 2 M-VF SBK Argillans C
10YR 4/4 2 M-VF SBK Argillans C Fe conc VF F
10YR 5/6
2.5Y 5/4 2 F PR Argillans C Fe conc C F
2 M-F SBK Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 1 M SBK Fe conc C M-F
Fe depl F F
Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 1 M SBK Fe conc 10YR 4/6 C M-F
Fe depl F F
Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 6/3 0 MA CaCO3 nodules Fe conc F M-F
Sand pockets Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA Sand pockets Fe conc C M 
2.5Y 6/3 Mn conc VF F
2.5Y 6/3 0 MA Sand pockets Fe conc F M
Fe depl F M
Mn conc VF F
4 cm thick gleyed layer from 160-164 cm. 
7.58
7.73
7.86
7.60
7.02
PROFILE:                                            P15 ( Lester) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic  Typic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Marshall, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Mollic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0481278 m E, 4637690 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Lester DATE SAMPLED:                11/30/12                DATE DESCRIBED:     7/15/13                                       
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-13 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (13-101 cm) CORE LENGTH:                 188 cm                       CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
Ap 13 A L 12 43 1 FR C VF F VF 1045
Bt1 24 C L 19 36 <1 FR C VF M VF 1046
4.85
5.03
Bt2 52 C L 21 40 2 FR/FI C VF M VF 1047
Bt3 79 C L 21 37 2 FR/FI C VF M VF 1048
5.24
5.45
Bt4 101 A SICL 31 13 0 FI F VF C VF 1049
BC1 114 A L 16 47 2 FR F VF C VF 1050
5.83
BC2 125 A L 14 44 2 FR C VF SL 1051
C1 145 A SIL 16 21 3 FR F VF ST 1052
C2 164 A L 11 49 1 FR F VF ST 1053
C3 188 L 12 52 1 FR F VF SL 1054
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK Argillans F
10YR 4/4
10YR 4/4 2 F-VF SBK Argillans M Fe conc VF F
Fe depl VF F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 4/4 2 F-VF SBK Argillans F Fe conc 10YR 5/4 F F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 2 M-F SBK Argillans F Fe conc C F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 1 F PR Argillans F Fe conc C F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C F
10YR 5/3 1 M SBK Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 1 M PR Argillans VF Fe conc C F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C F
10YR 5/3 1 CO-M SBK Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/3 1 F PR Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 C F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C F
1 CO-M SBK Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/3 1 CO-M SBK Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 C F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C F
Mn conc F F
10YR 5/3 0 MA Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 M F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Fe conc 5YR 4/6 M F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F F
Mn conc VF F
6.03
5.93
5.78
5.91
5.72
5.74
PROFILE:                                            P16 (Downs 3) VEGETATION: Pasture
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Marshall, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Mollic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0483266 m E, 4639689 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Downs DATE SAMPLED:                11/30/12                DATE DESCRIBED:     7/16/13                                       
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-14 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (14-111 cm) CORE LENGTH:                  176 cm                      CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
A 14 C SIL 25 5 <1 FR M VF M VF 1167
Bt1 24 C SICL 32 4 <1 FR/FI M VF M VF 11686.68
6.59
Bt2 53 A SICL 34 3 FR/FI M VF M VF 1169
Bt3 64 C SICL 32 3 FR/FI C VF M VF 11706.16
6.39
Bt4 82 C SICL 31 2 FR/FI C VF M VF 1171
Bt5 100 C SICL 29 3 FR/FI C VF C VF 1172
5.94
Bt6 111 A SICL 29 2 FR/FI F VF C VF 1173
BC1 128 C SICL 28 3 FR/FI C VF 1174
BC2 146 A SICL 28 2 FR/FI C VF 1175
C1 155 A SICL 30 3 FR F VF 1176
C2 176 SICL 32 2 FR F VF 1177
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK
10YR 5/6 2 M-VF SBK Argillans F
10YR 5/6 2 M-VF SBK Argillans F
10YR 5/4
10YR 5/6 1 F PR Argillans F Fe depl VF F
2 M-F SBK 10YR 5/4 Mn conc F F
10YR 5/6 2 M PR Argillans F Fe conc F F
1 M SBK 10YR 5/4 Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C CO
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 1 M PR Argillans VF Fe conc F F
1 M SBK Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C CO
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 1 M PR Fe conc F F
1 M SBK Fe depl 10YR 6/2 F F
Mn conc F F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Fe conc F F
Fe depl 10YR 6/2 C F
Mn conc F F
6.04
5.05
4.17
4.36
4.29
PROFILE:                                                P17 (Lindley) VEGETATION: Pasture
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludalf SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Lindley COUNTY: Marshall, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0482904 m E, 4639727 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Lindley DATE SAMPLED:                11/30/12                DATE DESCRIBED:    7/25/13                                        
EPIPEDON: Ochric (0-11 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Argillic (35-125 cm) CORE LENGTH:                165 cm                        CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
A 11 C SIL 13 28 FR M VF M VF 1233
AB 21 C SIL 15 28 FR C VF M VF 1234
4.98
5.05
BA 35 A L 16 34 FR C VF M VF 1235
Bt1 44 C L 21 43 FR C VF M VF 1236
5.13
4.77
Bt2 67 A SCL 26 49 FR F VF M VF 1237
Bt3 85 A SCL 26 49 FR/FI F VF M VF 1238
4.39
Bt4 103 C CL 34 39 FI C VF 1239
Bt5 125 A C 40 30 FI C VF 1240
BC 143 A CL 33 35 FI C VF 1241
C 165 CL 35 35 FI F VF 1242
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 2/1 1 CO-M SBK
10YR 3/1 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/2 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/3 2 M-F SBK
10YR 3/1
10YR 4/3 2 M-F SBK
10YR 4/4 2 M-F SBK Fe conc VF F
Fe depl VF F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 0 LO Fe conc 7.5YR 4/4 C F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 0 LO Fe conc F F
Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/4 0 LO Fe conc F F
Mn conc VF F
1 cm shy of being Cumulic (need 60 cm) but has a clear boundary so I called it Cumulic
5.78
5.63
5.65
5.76
6.38
7.17
7.77
PROFILE:                                           P18 (Clarion 2) VEGETATION: Row crops
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Franklin, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0459609 m E, 4737612 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Clarion DATE SAMPLED:               6/25/12                   DATE DESCRIBED:    7/17/13                                        
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-59 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jenny Richter                              DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (59-92 cm) CORE LENGTH:                 133 cm                       CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #pH
1246
Ap 24 C L 25 36 <1 FR F VF C VF 1243
A1 36 C CL 27 32 FR F VF C VF 1244
5.72
5.76
C VF 1248
A2 48 C CL 27 33 <1 FR C VF 1245
A3 59 C L 26 35 <1 FR/FI C VF
6 79 4 VFR M VF 1250
Bw1 73 C L 25 39 1 FR/FI C VF 1247
Bw2 92 C VFSL 16 54 1 FR
C3 133 SL 6 73 12 VFR M VF SL 1251
C1 110 C SL 8 74 6 VFR M VF 1249
C2 121 C LS
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 1 CO-M SBK
10YR 2/2 1 VC-F SBK
10YR 4/3 1 VC-F SBK
10YR 4/4 1 CO-F SBK
2.5Y 4/4 0 MA
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA
2.5Y 5/4 0 MA
2.5Y 5/3 0 MA
7.29
7.45
7.53
7.52
7.51
7.59
pH
6.24
6.51
6.92
F VF M 141A2 22 C FR VF
Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
A1 5 A FR VF F VF M 140
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: Monona COUNTY: 
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll GPS LOCATION: See Veenstra (2010)
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Monona DATE SAMPLED:          11/20/08                       DATE DESCRIBED:        5/31/12                                    
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-22 cm) SAMPLED BY: Jessica Veenstra                         DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
PROFILE:                                                 P19 (Monona 1) VEGETATION: 
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll SLOPE POSITION: 
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: Cambic (22-47 cm) CORE LENGTH:          147 cm                              CORE DIAMETER: 3"
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry
F VF M 142
BC 47 A FR VF F VF M ST 143
Bw 34 V FR VF
F VF M ST 144
C2 92 C FR VF F VF M ST 145
C1 74 C FR VF
F VF C ST 146
C4 122 A FR VF F VF C ST 147
C3 114 A FR VF
F VF C ST 148C5 147 FR VF
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Class %Clay %Sand %CF Grade Size Shape Type Amt Amt Size Amt Size Type Color Amt Size
10YR 3/2 2 M-F GR
2 VF SBK
10YR 4/2 2 F-VF SBK Argillans VF
10YR 3/2
10YR 4/4 2 F-VF SBK Argillans C
10YR 4/3
10YR 5/4 2 M-VF SBK Argillans M
10YR 4/3 Silt coatings C
10YR 5/4 1 F PR Argillans M
10YR 5/3 1 M-F SBK Silt coatings F
10YR 5/4 1 F PR Argillans M
10YR 5/3 1 M SBK Silt coatings F
10YR 5/4 1 F PR Argillans C
10YR 5/3 1 M-VF SBK Silt coatings F
10YR 5/4 1 M-F SBK Argillans F Mn conc VF F
10YR 5/3 Silt coatings F
10YR 5/4 0 MA Mn conc VF F
Silt coatings visible when dry only
pH
5.95
5.51
5.33
5.43
5.38
5.29
5.45
5.47
5.47
Bt2 80 C FR F VF M VF 553
BAtp 36 C FR M VF M VF 551
FR M VF M VF 550
PROFILE:                                      P20 (Downs 2)          VEGETATION: 
Bt1 56 C FR M VF M VF 552
Horizon
Lower Depth 
(cm) Bdry Color
Texture Structure
Consist.
Coatings Roots Pores
Eff.
Redox Features
ID #
Ap 24 A
PROFILE CLASSIFICATION: Mollisol SLOPE POSITION: 
       PROFILE SOIL SERIES: COUNTY: Allamakee, IA
MAPPED CLASSIFICATION: Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Mollic Hapludalf GPS LOCATION: UTM 15N 0627290 m E, 4793422 m N
      MAPPED  SOIL SERIES: Downs DATE SAMPLED:             6/27/12                      DATE DESCRIBED:      8/24/12                                      
EPIPEDON: Mollic (0-24 cm) SAMPLED BY: Matthew Streeter                      DESCRIBED BY: Jenny Richter
SUBSURFACE HORIZONS/FEATURES: CORE LENGTH:                182 cm                        CORE DIAMETER: 2.5"
C VF 554
Bt4 123 C FR C VF 555
Bt3 99 C FR
FR
C VF 556
Bt6 167 A FR C VF 557
Bt5 156 C FR
F VF 558C 182
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Example of 3-cm description (Pedon P14T-Fayette 2.3). Other 3-cm pedon descriptions are available by contacting Jenny Richter 
(richter1@iastate.edu). 
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APPENDIX D: 
LABORATORY DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL PEDONS 
 
L. Depth = lower depth for the horizon 
pH (1:1) = 1 part water to 1 part soil 
pH (2:1) = 2 parts 0.1M KCl to 1 part soil 
Bulk D.= Bulk Density 
Part. D. = Particle Density 
% Poros. = % porosity calculated using the equation  
% Clay and sand = % of < 2 mm size fraction 
% Co. frags = % coarse fragments ( > 2 mm in size). No value indicates no coarse fragments. 
A zero indicates < 1% coarse fragments 
GM = Geometric mean (µm) for < 2 mm size fraction 
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GPS Location (UTM 15N)
Pedon 
ID # Labeled ID
Horizon ID 
#'s SMU Mapped Series Classified Family
0449003 m E; 4661714 m N B5 Burras 5 3000-3015 L107 Webster Fine, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Pachic Argiudoll
0449027 m E; 4661716 m N B4 Burras 4 3016-3026 L107 Webster Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Pachic Hapludoll
0449044 m E; 4661717 m N B3 Burras 3 3027-3037 L55 Nicollet Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
0449065 m E; 4661715 m N B2 Burras 2 3038-3047 L55 Nicollet Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
0449086 m E; 4661718 m N B1 Burras 1 3048-3056 L55 Nicollet Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludoll
0421775 m E; 4672719 m N K5 Konen 5 3057-3065 107 Webster Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive mesic Typic Argiaquoll
0421759 m E; 4672703 m N K4 Konen 4 3066-3084 28B Dickman Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Pachic Argiudoll
0421743 m E; 4672690 m N K3 Konen 3 3085-3095 28B Dickman Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Pachic Argiudoll
0421729 m E; 4672673 m N K2 Konen 2 3096-3097 28B Dickman Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive mesic Typic Eutrudept
0421713 m E; 4672657 m N K1 Konen 1 3098-3103 28B Dickman Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludalf
0442520 m E; 4678286 m N W7 Walker 7 3104-3127 201 Klossner Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Histic Endoaquoll
0442515 m E; 4678315 m N W6 Walker 6 3128-3148 201 Klossner Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Histic Endoaquoll
0442513 m E; 4678346 m N W5 Walker 5 3149-3165 201 Klossner Loamy, mixed, euic, mesic Terric Haplosaprist
0442506 m E; 4678376 m N W4 Walker 4 3166-3185 507 Canisteo Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive mesic Aquic Udorthent
0442503 m E; 4678402 m N W3 Walker 3 3186-3190 507 Canisteo Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll
0442498 m E; 4678434 m N W2 Walker 2 3191-3196 138C2 Clarion Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
0442495 m E; 4678463 m N W1 Walker 1 3197-3209 138B Clarion Fine, mixed, superactive,mesic Mollic Hapludalf
0436713 m E; 4658985 m N S6 Steinwand 6 3210-3224 507 Canisteo Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, calcareous, mesic Cumulic Endoaquoll
0436729 m E; 4659008 m N S5 Steinwand 5 3225-3238 507 Canisteo Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Endoaquoll
0436744 m E; 4659030 m N S4 Steinwand 4 3239-3247 507 Canisteo Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll
0436760 m E; 4659053 m N S3 Steinwand 3 3248-3253 L138C2 Clarion Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll
0436776 m E; 4659076 m N S2 Steinwand 2 3254-3259 L138C2 Clarion Coarse-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Eutrudept
0436788 m E; 4659096 m N S1 Steinwand 1 3260-3269 L138C2 Clarion Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
0536023 m E, 4532415 m N P1 Keswick 1 34-40 425D2 Keswick Fine, smectitic, mesic Oxyaquic Vertic Hapludalf
" P1T Keswick 1.3 1-33 425D2 "
0487168 m E; 4605580 m N P2 Downs 1 83-90 M162B Downs Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Argiudoll
" P2T Downs 1.3 41-82 M162B "
0536061 m E, 4532034 m N P3 Nodaway 1 187-191 716 Lawson-Quiver-Nodaway complex Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, nonacid, mesic Typic Udifluvent
" P3T Nodaway 1.3 149-186 716 "
0393706 m E, 4528465 m N P4 Sharpsburg 1 256-265 370C Sharpsburg Fine, smectitic, mesic Aquic Argiudoll
" P4T Sharpsburg 1.3 192-255 370C "
0731594 m E, 4770356 m N P5 Galva 1 327-335 310B Galva Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
" P5T Galva 1.3 266-326 310B "
0626822 m E, 4792719 m N P6 Fayette 1 398-404 163C2 Fayette Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Oxyaquic Hapludalf
" P6T Fayette 1.3 336-397 163C2 "
0579251 m E, 4620077 m N P7 Shelby 1 405-412 24E3 Shelby Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquollic Hapludalf
" P7T Shelby 1.3 413-473 24E3 "
0301539 m E, 4616463 m N P8 Marshall 1 474-483 9 Marshall  Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Pachic Argiudoll
" P8T Marshall 1.3 484-549 9 "
0579043 m E, 4619690 m N P9 Gara 1 617.1-624 179E2 Gara Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Ruptic-Alfic Dystrudept
" P9T Gara 1.3 625-682 179E2 "
0643017 m E, 4573585 m N P10 Tama 1 683-692 120D2 Tama Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Inceptic Hapludalf
" P10T Tama 1.3 693-749 120D2 "
0301024 m E, 4616496 m N P11 Monona 2 750-759 100D3 Monona Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
" P11T Monona 2.3 760-824 100D3 "
0438628 m E, 4651777 m N P12 Clarion 1 825-835 L138B Clarion Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
" P12T Clarion 1.3 836-895 L138B "
0578771 m E, 4619801 m N P13 Tama 2 965-975 120B Tama Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Argiudoll
" P13T Tama 2.3 896-964 120B "
0483181 m E, 4639700 m N P14 Fayette 2 976-985 163E Fayette Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Argiudoll
" P14T Fayette 2.3 986-1044 163E "
0481278 m E, 4637690 m N P15 Lester 1 1045-1054 L236C Lester Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic  Typic Hapludalf
" P15T Lester 1.3 1055-1109 L236C "
0483266 m E, 4639689 m N P16 Downs 3 1167-1177 162D2 Downs Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Aquic Hapludalf
" P16T Downs 3.3 1110-1166 162D2 "
0482904 m E, 4639727 m N P17 Lindley 1 1233-1242 65F Lindley Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludalf
" P17T Lindley 1.3 1178-1231 65F "
0459609 m E, 4737612 m N P18 Clarion 2 1243-1251 138B Clarion Fine-loamy, mixed, superactive, mesic Cumulic Hapludoll
" P18T Clarion 2.3 1252-1298 138B "
See Veenstra (2010) P19 Monona 1 140-148 veenstra Monona Fine-silty, mixed, superactive, mesic Typic Hapludoll
" P19T Monona 1.3 91-139 "
0627290 m E, 4793422 m N P20 Downs 2 550-558 162C2 Downs
" P20T Downs 2.3 559-617 162C2 "
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